
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF NORTH CAROLINA

OLD WASHINGTON DIVISION

NO. 6:69-CV-702-H

RONDA EVERETT, MELISSA GRIMES,

CAROLINE SUTTON and CHRISTOPHER W.

TAYLOR, next friends of minor children attending

Pitt County Schools, and THE PITT COUNTY

COALITION FOR EDUCATING BLACK

CHILDREN,

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

PLAINTIFFS’ PROPOSED

FINDINGS OF FACT AND

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

Plaintiffs,

v.

THE PITT COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION,

public body corporate,

Defendant.

Pursuant to this Court’s order entered on July 26, 2013 (docket entry # 157), Plaintiffs

Ronda Everett, Melissa Grimes, Caroline Sutton, Christopher W. Taylor, and the Pitt County

Coalition for Educating Black Children, by and through counsel, submit the following Proposed

Findings of Facts and Conclusions of Law:
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1

FINDINGS OF FACT

I. PROCEDURAL HISTORY AND BACKGROUND

1. This case arises out of desegregation orders issued in 1968 and 1970, establishing

that Pitt County Schools and Greenville City Schools operated racially segregated, dual and

unconstitutional school systems. See Joint Exhibit (“JX”) 8 at J29.1 Edwards v. Greenville City

Board of Education, Civ. A. No. 702, and Teel v. Pitt County Board of Education, Civ. A. No.

569.

2. In Teel, the Court entered an Order on August 5, 1968, rejecting the former Pitt

County School Board’s proposed desegregation plan and mandating specific student

assignments. The Order also stated that the Board “to the extent consistent with the proper

operation of the school system as a whole, shall locate any new school and substantially expand

any existing schools with the objective of eradicating the vestiges of the dual systems and

eliminating the effects of segregation.” JX 1 at J5.

3. The Court entered another Order in Teel on August 10, 1970, which required the

former Pitt County Schools to construct four new high schools during the 1970-71 academic

year. All four were constructed and opened within the 1970-71 academic year. JX 2.

4. The August 10 Order in Teel also required that the Board “assign teachers and

school personnel to each school in the system so that the ratio of black and white teachers in each

school will be substantially the percentage of black and white teachers and school personnel in

the school system as a whole.” JX 2 at J10.

5. The August 10 Teel Order reiterated that mandate that the Board “to the extent

consistent with the proper administration and operation of the school system . . . locate any new

1 All citations to Bates numbers omit leading zeros. Note that not all trial exhibits have been Bates stamped.
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school or addition with the objective of eradicating the vestiges of the dual systems and

eliminating the effects of segregation.” JX 2 at J10-11.

6. On March 8, 1972, the Teel case was closed “statistically,” although the Court

retained jurisdiction over the matter, which could be reopened at any time. JX 3.

7. In Edwards, the Court entered an Order on July 7, 1970, rejecting the former

Greenville City Schools Board of Education’s proffered desegregation plan and ordering the

Board to submit to the Court within 24 days a plan to achieve racial integration of students and

faculty and for the elimination of discrimination in other aspects of the school system. JX 4.

8. On July 31, 1970, the Court approved the amended plan for desegregation

submitted by Greenville City Schools. Regarding student assignment, the approved plan

provided that satellite busing would be used to create a 2-1 (white-black) racial ratio in each

elementary school. The plan also stated that faculty and staff would be assigned to establish a

racial ratio at each school that approximates the ratio of the district as a whole and that there

would be no racial discrimination “in any service, facility activity or program” in the school

district. JX 5 at J21.

9. On January 17, 1972, the Edwards case was closed “statistically,” although the

Court retained jurisdiction over the matter, which could be reopened at any time. JX 6.

10. The current Pitt County Board of Education (hereafter, “the Board” or

“Defendant”) was formed in 1986 through the merger of the Pitt County and Greenville City

boards of education. The local act that accomplished the merger is N.C. Sess. L. 1985-796. The

merger legislation specified that “any obligations and liabilities of the existing Pitt County and

Greenville City Boards of Education shall become the obligations and liabilities of the

consolidated Pitt County Board of Education at the time of the merger, and those obligation and
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liabilities may be enforced against the Board to the same extent they might be enforced against

the existing boards had they continued to exist.” JX 7 at J28.

11. At the time of the merger, neither the former Greenville City School district nor

the former Pitt County School district had been declared unitary by the Court. Neither board had

ever sought or moved to be declared unitary prior to the merger. JX 8 at J30.

12. For years after the merger, the Board acknowledged it had not achieved unitary

status, and, therefore remained under court order. At a school board meeting on April 2, 2001,

Superintendent Priddy “indicated that the Pitt County School System has not been declared a

unitary district, and therefore would still be under the original desegregation order.” Plaintiff

Exhibit (“PX”) 27 at PCC507.

13. The Board adopted a new student assignment plan in 2005 for the 2006-2007

academic year (“2006-2007 Assignment Plan”). Joint Pretrial Order (“JPO”) ¶ 13.

14. The 2006-2007 Assignment Plan was adopted under the version of Board Policy

10.107 (School Attendance Areas) in effect beginning on March 21, 2005 (“2005 Attendance

Area Policy”), which provided expressly that race could be considered by the Board as a factor

in student assignment. JPO ¶ 14; Defense Exhibit (“DX”) 15 at BOE3 (2005 Attendance Area

Policy).

15. The 2006-2007 Assignment Plan used satellite attendance areas, busing and racial

balancing ratios to improve racial balance in elementary schools in the former Greenville City

school district. JPO ¶ 15.

16. The 2006-2007 Assignment Plan also populated the newly opened Hope Middle

School. Hope Middle School opened in 2006 at 29.04% black and 61.89% white, according to

data from the National Center for Education Statistics. JPO ¶ 16.
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4

17. The 2006-2007 Assignment Plan produced improved racial balance in several of

the elementary schools impacted by the plan. Emory Dep. 39:11-44:6; see PX 85A, B.

18. Despite this improved racial balance, the Board considered the 2006-2007

Assignment Plan a failure because of white parent opposition to the plan and because some white

parents refused to send their children to the majority black schools to which they had been

assigned under the plan. PX 48 at PCC664-665; PX 50 at PCC700-701.

19. In March 2006, the United States Department of Education Office for Civil Rights

(“OCR”) notified the Pitt County Schools (“PCS”) that it had received a discrimination

complaint, filed by the Greenville Parents Association (“GPA”), a group of predominantly white

parents, alleging the district was discriminating on the basis of race by implementing a new

student assignment plan adopted in an effort to achieve racial balancing. JPO ¶ 17.

20. On September 17, 2007, the Board approved a revised version of Policy 10.107

(“2007 Attendance Area Policy”), which added student achievement and socio-economic status

which, together with ethnic and racial subgroups, could be considered by the Board in making

student assignments under the revised policy. PX 47; JPO ¶ 18.

21. On November 16, 2007, the Board and OCR entered into a Resolution Agreement

requiring PCS to seek clarification from the Court regarding whether the Court’s Orders in

Edwards and Teel authorized the Board to consider race in the 2006-2007 Assignment Plan.

JPO ¶ 19.

22. As part of the settlement of the OCR complaint, in March 2008, the Board filed a

Motion requesting that the Court approve the Board’s 2006-2007 Assignment Plan, as well as the

Board’s 2007 revision of Policy 10.107 (“2007 Attendance Area Policy”). JPO ¶ 20.
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23. In its filing to the Court on March 18, 2008, the Board admitted that it was not

unitary and still subject to the Edwards and Teel desegregation Orders. PX 48 at PCC657.

24. In an additional filing to this Court on July 7, 2008, the Board stated that it

“remains subject to the orders of this Court entered in the Edwards and Teel cases.” The Board

also made several references to this Court’s continuing jurisdiction in this matter, and in its

prayer for relief asked the Court to retain jurisdiction. PX 50 at PCC 689.

25. In that same filing, the Board acknowledged that vestiges of discrimination still

existed in the Pitt County School District by requesting this Court to approve future student

assignment plans that “are designed to eliminate the vestiges of past racial segregation to the

extent practicable.” PX 50 at PCC701-702; see also PX 51 at PCC778 (admitting that racial

balance is still necessary as a remedy for vestiges of past discrimination: “[g]iven that [the

Greenville Parents Association parties] ardently oppose all race-based student assignment

measures, one is hard-pressed to imagine how the Court could fashion injunctive relief that

would both improve racial balance and satisfy [them]”) (emphasis added).

26. On August 4, 2008, the Greenville Parents Association, which had filed the OCR

complaint, filed a Motion for Unitary Status, requesting the Court release the school district from

its obligations under Teel and Edwards. JX 8 at J31. On August 26, 2008, the Board filed its

opposition to the motion, stating it was not unitary and remained subject to the desegregation

orders in Edwards and Teel. PX 51.

27. Plaintiffs in this action, individual black citizens of Pitt County, including parents,

grandparents and guardians of black students, past and present, in the Pitt County School

District, and the Pitt County Coalition for the Education of Black Children intervened in the
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action. See Docket Entry (“DE”) 37.2 The individual Plaintiffs in this case, all parents or

guardians of black students attending Pitt County public schools, are: Ronda Everett, Melissa

Grimes, Caroline Sutton, and Christopher W. Taylor.

28. After court-ordered mediation, the Court approved a settlement agreement in

2009 which provided that the Defendant would involve the Plaintiffs and GPA in the planning of

the 2011-12 student reassignment and approved the revision to the Board’s Policy 10.107. As

part of that settlement agreement, the GPA agreed to withdraw its motion for unitary status. JX 8

at J31-32.

29. The 2009 settlement agreement specifically recognized that unitary status was a

“salutary goal” and all parties committed to “work together to achieve that goal.” JX 9 at J35.

30. After reaching the settlement the Board, on April 23, 2009, filed a Motion and

Supporting Memorandum for Entry of Consent Order, in which it acknowledged that it was not

yet unitary as of 2009 and still had further work to do to achieve unitary status. See PX 52 at

PCC784 (“While the Proposed Consent Order would not dispose of the unitary status issue once

and for all, it would acknowledge the parties’ pledge to work together to assist PCS in achieving

unitary status”.); id. at PCC791 ¶ 13 (“All parties to Everett v. Board believe that unitary status

for PCS is a salutary goal and pledge to work together to achieve that goal.”).

31. In that same filing, the Board also acknowledged that a party seeking unitary

status for student assignment for the Pitt County School District would bear a heavy burden. See

id. at PCC784 (“Even if [the Greenville Parents Association parties] wished to move forward, the

student assignment and academic performance data cited by counsel for Plaintiffs in their filing

of July 7, 2008, suggest that their burden would be a heavy one.”).

2 The parties have stipulated as to the admissibility of prior filings in this case. See JPO at 10.
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32. The 2009 Order approving the settlement agreement recognized that Defendant

had not yet demonstrated that it was unitary by specifically ordering the parties to “work toward

achieving unitary status,” and to submit a report detailing the Board’s “efforts and progress in

achieving unitary status and eliminating the vestiges of past discrimination to the extent

practicable” by December 31, 2012. JX 8 at J34.

33. On November 4, 2009, the Court entered a Consent Order, approving the parties’

settlement agreement. The Order acknowledged that there had been no request to lift the existing

desegregation orders and that those orders remained in place, and mandated that the parties work

“toward attaining unitary status” and to report back to the Court on efforts and progress in

achieving that goal. JX 8 at J34.

34. On November 15, 2010, the Board adopted a student reassignment plan for the

2011-2012 school year (“the 2011 Plan”) with seven Board members voting “aye” and four

voting “nay.” PX 63 at PCC937-38 (BOE Minutes, Nov. 15, 2010).

35. During the Board meeting, multiple Board members spoke in opposition to the

2011 Plan. The meeting minutes reflect that Mr. Dick Tolmie expressed: “In the elementary

school recommendation, we are intentionally opening up a new elementary school with 12%

white students and South Greenville Elementary will become 17% white which is disappointing

for him for racial balance.” PX 63 at PCC937. The minutes reflect that he stated he “feels there is

a better map for diversity.” Id.

36. Ms. Jill Camnitz expressed that, “there are several reasons why she cannot accept

the recommended reassignment plan. She commented that our country depends on public schools

providing every child the opportunity for a productive life.” Specifically, “she believes the
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recommended plan compromise [sic] that opportunity for some of our students - which cannot

be tolerated. She believes we can and should do better. Id. at PCC938.

37. Finally, Ms. Marcy Romary questioned whether the 2011 Plan would actually

help Pitt County Schools achieve unitary status. Id.

38. On April 19, 2011, Plaintiffs filed a motion in this Court seeking to enjoin the

implementation of the 2011 Plan, alleging that the plan failed to move the district toward unitary

status and violated the controlling desegregation orders, including the November 2009 consent

order. PX 69.

39. On August 16, 2011, this Court heard argument on Plaintiffs’ motion. Concluding

that the Plaintiffs’ had failed to meet their burden of proof to enjoin the 2011 Plan, the Court

denied the motion. DE 93.

40. Plaintiffs appealed the Court’s August 16 Order. On May 7, 2012, the Fourth

Circuit Court of Appeals vacated the order, concluding that “prior to being declared ‘unitary’ by

a federal court, school districts operate under an affirmative obligation to eliminate

unconstitutional dual school systems, as well as under a rebuttable presumption that any current

racial disparities are the result of past unconstitutional conduct.” Everett v. Pitt Cnty. Bd. of

Educ., 678 F.3d 281, 284 (4th Cir. 2012).

41. The Fourth Circuit reaffirmed that Defendant had not attained unitary status and

that the Board bears the burden of proof regarding the 2011 Plan is on the Board. “Given that

there is no dispute that the school district has not attained unitary status, the evidentiary burden

should have been on the School Board to prove that the 2011-12 Assignment Plan is consistent

with the controlling desegregation orders and fulfills the School Board’s affirmative duty to
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eliminate the vestiges of discrimination and move toward unitary status.” Id. at 290. The motion

was remanded to this Court for consideration under the correct burden of proof.

42. On June 15, 2012, Plaintiffs moved for expedited consideration of their motion on

remand from the Fourth Circuit. DE 103.

43. On July 6, 2012, the Board filed a motion for unitary status and full release from

federal court supervision, alleging for the first time that the district had achieved unitary status in

student assignment by the year 2000. DE 106.

44. On September 19, 2012, this Court entered an order that both the Plaintiffs’

motion and the Board’s motion would be heard at the same time. DE 112.

45. This Court held an evidentiary hearing on both motions beginning on July 22,

2013 and concluding on July 26, 2013.

46. In their pretrial brief and in closing argument, Plaintiffs argued that, although the

two motions may be tried together, this Court must first decide Plaintiffs’ motion for an

injunction against the Board’s 2011 Plan. DE 151. For the reasons set forth in the Conclusions of

Law, below, this Court agrees that the issues relating to the 2011 Plan must be decided, first, and

the Court will address the facts relating to that Plan first.

II. THE 2011-12 STUDENT REASSIGMENT PLAN DID NOT MOVE THE
DISTRICT TOWARD UNITARY STATUS

A. Adoption of the 2011 Plan

47. The Board’s stated purpose for the 2011 Plan was to populate a new elementary

school, Lakeforest, convert Sadie Saulter Elementary to a Pre-K school, and relieve

overcrowding. Improving racial balance or moving the district toward unitary status were not

among the Board’s stated goals for the reassignment. PX 61 (FAQs on 2011 Plan); Emory Cross

554:1-13.
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48. In 2009, the Board contracted with the Operations Research and Education

Laboratory (“OREd”) of North Carolina State University to identify the general geographic area

in which to locate Lakeforest. Miller Dep. 151:10-20; Beaulieu Dep. 44:24-46:1, Beaulieu Direct

418:12-420:1.

49. OREd is a non-profit organization that provides school districts with scientific

tools to project future enrollment, to evaluate utilization of existing school facilities, to locate

placement of new schools, and to develop attendance boundaries. JPO ¶ 22.

50. In providing the guidance, direction and priorities to OREd to determine the

location for the new elementary school, the Board focused exclusively on student growth

projections. At no time during the site selection process did the Board ever consider, or request

that OREd consider, racial demographics as a factor in locating Lakeforest, despite the express

language in the Teel Order and the fact that OREd had the capability to include racial

demographics in its school siting algorithm. See Beaulieu Cross 448:3-10, 453:4-10, 457:21-

458:7; Emory Cross 548:22-25, 549:4-22; 550:16-551:1; see also Beaulieu Dep. 67:5-9, 84:8-19;

Miller Dep. 30:5-8, 114:2-6, 153:22-155:2, 161:3-8.

51. Following the Board’s decision on the location of Lakeforest, and in accordance

with the Court’s November 2009 Consent Order, Plaintiffs were invited to, and did, attend

workshop retreats to consider the attendance area redistricting process on July 1, 2010 and

October 11, 2010. JPO ¶ 23.

52. Plaintiffs’ participation in those workshop retreats was limited to commenting on

reassignment options developed by the Board without meaningful or substantive input as to how

those options would be created or what factors would be used to design the reassignment options.

Hall Direct, 665:5-666:25; Sutton Direct, 693:5-693:25.
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53. Prior to the first reassignment workshop on July 1, 2010, the Board determined,

without consultation with Plaintiffs, determined that only a limited number of schools would be

part of the “impact area” that would be affected by the reassignment. Hall Redirect 688:15-22;

Emory Dep. 92:10-95:18; Emory Cross 556:2-557:18, 568:14-568:16; PX 56 at PCC889, 894;

Miller Dep. 73:20-74:24.

54. Also without consultation with Plaintiffs, the Board determined that, although

race was still expressly included as a factor in Policy 10.107 to be considered in student

assignment, student achievement data and not race would be provided to OREd for developing

student assignment scenarios. PX 56 at PCC889; PX 61 at PCC926; Emory Cross 543:17-549:7,

556:2-557:18; Emory Dep. 92:10-95:18.

55. The Board set as its achievement target for the reassignment that no school have a

reading proficiency average score below 59.1% passing. PX 61 at PCC926.

56. Because student racial demographic data was not provided to OREd for the

development of the reassignment plans, the racial impact of any proposed reassignment scenario

could be evaluated only after the proposed scenarios were developed by OREd. Emory Dep.

98:8-99:15; Emory Cross 543:17-550:15; Miller Dep. 87:18-90:12, 128:11-129:18; PX 56 at

PCC889.

57. OREd initially presented, and the Board considered two reassignment scenarios: a

proximity-only scenario, based solely on assignment to the closest school (the Proximity

Scenario); and a proficiency scenario, based on the targeted achievement score (the Proficiency

Scenario). PX 56 at PCC889.
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58. The Proximity Scenario, “ES 2 and MS 2,” which included no satellite attendance

areas, would have put six of the impacted schools with achievement levels below the 59.1%

target, and five of those with achievement scores below 50%. PX70 at PCC1262.

59. The Proficiency Scenario, “ES 4” and “MS 3,” which included satellite

attendance areas, projected 3 schools below the 59.1% achievement target, and none below 56%.

PX 70 at PCC1268.

60. Following the presentation of these two scenarios, the Board directed staff and

OREd to develop a third scenario that would reduce the use of satellite attendance areas. This

third scenario, following a series of minor revisions (based off of “ES5 and MS2B”), was

recommended by the Superintendent in October 2010 and adopted by the Board on November

15, 2010. PX 60, 63 at PCC937-938.

61. The recommended plan, “ES5Av1 and MS2B,” which became the 2011 Plan,

projected four schools below the 59% proficiency target for the elementary schools, and with

two of those schools having a projected proficiency score of 46%. PX 70, at PCC1287. The 2011

Plan also had two middle schools projected below the proficiency target. PX 70 at PCC1291.

62. During the Board workshops, Plaintiffs and others noted that the Proficiency

Scenario produced greater levels of racial diversity in the impacted schools as well better

achievement scores than the plan ultimately recommended. Plaintiffs requested that the Board

submit the proposed reassignment plan to this Court for approval before implementing the plan.

The Board refused to do so. Sutton Direct 693:5-694:17; PX 63 at PCC933-934; Hall Direct

667:17-669:8, 670:6-10, Emory Cross 571:13-572:4.

63. The Board’s former Superintendent, Dr. Beverly Emory, admitted that the plan

she recommended did not achieve the same levels of racial diversity as the Proficiency Scenario.
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Emory Dep. 105:8-105:14; see also Emory Direct 534:22-535:10 (“[W]e had the proficiency

map, which would have provided in some cases a better racial diversity across those schools. . . I

can only take sole responsibility, it was my recommendation.”).

64. Dr. Emory also testified that the Board chose the 2011 Plan instead of the

Proficiency Scenario because of the school district’s experiences following the 2006-2007

Assignment Plan. Emory Direct 534:15-535:10. The Board’s characterization of its experiences

with the 2006-2007 Assignment Plan is that white parents opposed the plan and some refused to

send their children to predominantly black schools. PX 48 at PCC664-665; PX 50 at PCC700-

701. The Board rejected a less segregative alternative and chose the 2011 Plan due to fear of the

possibility of white flight.

65. Although the Board claimed it rejected the Proficiency Scenario because it

contained satellite attendance areas, the 2011 Plan also included satellite attendance areas. The

Board was content to use satellite attendance zones for purposes of stability or neighborhood

continuity, but not to improve racial balance. Emory Dep. 116:20-117:23.

66. One of the schools the Board projected as a low performing school in the 2011

Plan was the new Lakeforest elementary school. PX 70 at PCC1287; Emory Direct 532:15-21.

Although the Board did meet with community members in the Moyewood neighborhood to

discuss opening Lakeforest as a neighborhood school for the black community, see Emory Direct

533:5-23, the Board did not inform the meeting participants that Lakeforest would be opened as

a racially identifiable, low-performing school. Sutton Direct 694:18-695:17. The Board did not

receive community support for opening Lakeforest as a racially identifiable, low performing

school. Id.
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67. The Defendant knowingly and intentionally sited Lakeforest and selected its

attendance area in a way that made it a racially identifiable black school. See Emory Direct

532:24-533:23. In addition, the Defendant staffed the new Lakeforest school with a racially

identifiable black faculty. See Finding of Fact (“FOF”) 207.

B. Effect of the 2011 Plan on Racial Balance

68. Both parties produced experts who testified as to the effect of the 2011 Plan on

the racial balance of the schools in the Pitt County School District. Plaintiffs’ expert was

Dr. Genevieve Siegel-Hawley3, Assistant Professor in Department of Educational Leadership at

Virginia Commonwealth University. Dr. Siegel-Hawley is a nationally recognized expert on

school integration. Her teaching and extensive scholarship and publications have focused on both

voluntary and court-mandated strategies to achieve diverse and integrated learning environments,

and the harms of segregated education and the benefits of diverse education for all students. This

research has informed her understanding of the challenges, opportunities and obligations a

school district may face in the elimination of the vestiges of discrimination. She has analyzed

national, regional and local patterns of segregation in public schools. Her research has been

published in peer reviewed journals, issue briefs, technical briefs and book chapters and she has

presented at numerous national conferences. Dr. Siegel-Hawley has researched specifically the

harms associated with racially identifiable schools, the relationship between school siting and

student assignment, and successful strategies and policies used to integrate formerly segregated

school systems. Siegel-Hawley Direct 758:18-768:11.

3 Dr. Siegel-Hawley worked with Dr. Erica Frankenberg, Assistant Professor in the Department of Education Policy
Studies at the Pennsylvania State University, to produce Plaintiffs’ Exhibits 79 through 82. Siegel-Hawley Direct
770:2-771:24.
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69. The Board’s expert was Dr. David Armor, Professor Emeritus of Public Policy at

George Mason University. This Court finds that both Dr. Siegel-Hawley and Dr. Armor are

qualified as experts in school desegregation.

70. Before addressing the substance of the effect of the 2011 Plan on racial balance,

this Court must first address the standards used by the experts to determine whether a school was

or was not racially balanced. In her initial “Report on Impact of 2011-12 Student Reassignment

in Pitt County Schools,” Dr. Siegel-Hawley used a +/- 15% ratio around the district wide share

of African American enrollment to determine whether a school was racially imbalanced. PX 80

at PCC1434-35. In his report, Dr. Armor used a +/- 20% metric. DX 2.

71. This Court finds that the +/- 15% metric chosen by Dr. Siegel-Hawley is the

appropriate standard to use in this case. The only variance ever set by this Court throughout the

Edwards and Teel litigation was a two to one ratio of white students to black students in the July

31, 1970 Edwards Order, see JX 5 at J21, which is closer to a 15% deviation than a 20%

deviation. Specifically, under the Edwards Order, “a school was considered racially balanced if it

was 66% white/33% black, at a time when the district’s overall student enrollment was roughly

70% white and 30% black. This means that the acceptable band around the district share of black

or white students was between 3 to 5 percentage points.” PX 81 at PCC1441. Moreover, the

District was close to a 50/50 white/black student population for the majority of the post-merger

The +/- 15% metric is also widely used in school desegregation cases throughout the South and

by social scientists and education advocates that study school desegregation. Siegel-Hawley

Direct 788:25-789:22; PX 79 at PCC1428; PX 80 at PCC1434-1435; PX 81 at PCC1443-1445.

Furthermore, Dr. Armor’s own book, Forced Justice, provides that a metric of +/- 15% or less is

used in over 60% of cases. PX 78 at PCC1424.
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72. This Court finds that measuring the imbalance around white enrollment as well as

black accounts for the declining share of white students in Pitt County Schools over time. In

doing so, racial balance is calculated using only the actual number of white and black students

enrolled in the district from year to year. This more accurately accounts for the growing number

of Hispanic and other race students enrolled in Pitt County since approximately 2000. Siegel-

Hawley Direct 785:14-787:10; PX 81 at PCC1443.

73. In addition, adjusting the measure of imbalance around actual black and white

enrollment each year supports the conclusion that racial imbalances occurred independent of

“white flight” or changes in the student demographics for Pitt County. In doing so, the District is

not held accountable for assigning students who may reside in the school district but attend

private school or are home schooled. Siegel-Hawley Direct 785:14-787:10; PX 81 at PCC1443.

74. Dr. Siegel-Hawley testified, in accordance with her initial analysis of the 2011

Plan, PX80, that the 2011 Plan resulted in greater racial imbalance. This Court accepts

Dr. Siegel-Hawley’s opinions, based on the facts found in the following paragraphs.

75. Specifically, this Court finds that:

(a) Approximately 28% of elementary and middle schools were racially

imbalanced prior to the implementation of the 2011 Plan, and that nearly 40% of schools

were imbalanced after the 2011 Plan:
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PX 80 at PCC1435, PCC1438-1439, Tables 24 and 3; see also Siegel-Hawley Direct

796:19-800:24; PX 85A, B.

(b) Following the 2011 Plan, the number of black students attending racially

imbalanced black schools rose from 871 to 2,206. The number of white students

attending racially imbalanced white schools rose from 1,870 to 2,369. PX 80 at

PCC1435; Siegel-Hawley Direct 801:14-803:17.

(c) Before the 2011 Plan, there were three racially imbalanced, black schools

in the district. All three were included in the 2011 Plan. The two schools that remained

open (South Greenville, EB Aycock) also remained imbalanced. Two additional schools

(Falkland and CM Eppes) became racially imbalanced, and the new Lakeforest school

opened imbalanced. PX 80 at PCC1436, PX 85A, B; Siegel-Hawley Direct 796:19-

800:24.

(d) Some of the imbalances increased substantially. South Greenville went

from 66% black to 83% black. The percentage of black students at CM Eppes increased

from 58% to 70%. Lakeforest opened at 80% black. PX 80 at PCC1438; PX 85A, B;

Siegel-Hawley Direct 796:19-800:24.

(e) Before the 2011 Plan, there were three racially imbalanced majority white

schools in the district (Chicod, Stokes, and Hope). None of these schools was included in

the 2011 Plan. Three additional schools became racially imbalanced white as a result of

the 2011 Plan. Wintergreen Primary went from 48% white, 39% black to 55% white,

4 In Table 2 above, Wintergreen Intermediate and Wintergreen Primary should be bolded because they were part of

the reassignment; however, the failure to bold them does not affect the calculation for the number of schools that

were imbalanced. Siegel-Hawley Direct 796:19-797:12.
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28% black; Wintergreen Intermediate went from 51% white, 37% black to 55% white,

31% black; and G.R. Whitfield went from 53% white, 30% black to 54% white, 27%

black. PX 80 at PCC1439; PX 85A, B; Siegel-Hawley Direct 796:19-800:24.

(f) Black students were disproportionately and more severely impacted by the

2011 Plan than white students. 54.8% of the students in schools to be reassigned were

black, while only 34.3% were white. Table 1 below shows both the projected enrollment

(“2010-11”) and the actual enrollment (“2011-12”).

PX 80 at PCC1436, Table 1; see also Siegel-Hawley Direct 803:18-804:15.

(g) Under any measure of imbalance used by Defendant’s expert, Plaintiffs’

expert and/or testified to at trial, the 2011 Plan increased racial imbalance in the Pitt

County School District. Siegel-Hawley Direct 788:14-791:16; PX 80; DX 2 at 15, App.

B; PX 85A, B. In response to a question asking whether her conclusion as to the 2011

Plan would change if she applied Dr. Armor’s measure of imbalance, Dr. Siegel-Hawley

testified, “it didn’t matter how you cut it, under all the different measures racial

imbalance increased.” Siegel-Hawley Direct 791:10-16.
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C. Existence of Less Racially Segregative Alternatives

76. Dr. Siegel-Hawley testified as to her additional report on the 2011 Plan,

“Supplemental Report in Impact of the 2011-2012 Reassignment Plan in Pitt County Schools,”

PX79, which included a detailed comparative analysis of the Proximity Scenario, the Proficiency

Scenario and the 2011 Plan.

77. Dr. Siegel-Hawley’s testimony and supplemental report demonstrate, and this

Court finds, that the 2011 Plan was the most racially segregative of the alternatives before the

Board in 2010.

78. Specifically, this Court finds that:

(a) Under the 2011 Plan, eleven schools were racially imbalanced and 6,080

students (37.1% of all Pitt County elementary and middle school students) attended

racially imbalanced schools as a result of the Board’s decision to adopt the 2011 Plan.

PX 79 at PCC1431, Table 3; PX 85A, B; Siegel-Hawley Direct 810:11-813:2.
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(b) Under the Proximity Scenario, ten schools would have been racially

imbalanced, and 5,880 students would have attended racially imbalanced schools.

PX 79 at PCC1430, Table 2; PX 85A, B; Siegel-Hawley Direct 810:11-813:2.

(c) Under the Proficiency Scenario, only four schools would have been

racially imbalanced, and only 2,513 students would have attended racially imbalanced

schools. Moreover, of the four schools imbalanced under the Proficiency Scenario, three

were already imbalanced and excluded by the Board from the reassignment. The new

Lakeforest school would have been the only addition to the existing list of imbalanced

schools. Additionally, under the Proficiency Scenario, Lakeforest would have had the

smallest imbalance of any of the plans, with 66% black students. Lakeforest would also

have been the only imbalanced black school in the district.
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PX 79 at PCC1429, Table 1; PX85A, B; Siegel-Hawley Direct 810:11-813:2.

79. This Court finds that both the Proficiency Scenario and the Proximity Scenario

provided the Board with more integrative alternative assignment plans than the selected 2011

Plan. PX 79 at PCC1430; Siegel-Hawley Direct 810:11-813:2.

80. The Court notes that the Board knew that the 2011 Plan was the most segregative

option presented, and selected it despite the projections showing the increased imbalances across

the district. PX 58, 60, 63 at PCC933-934, 937-938; Sutton Direct 693:5-694:17; Hall Direct

667:17-669:8, 670:6-10; Emory Cross 571:13-572:4.

81. Dr. Armor’s testimony that any racial imbalances following the 2011 Plan are the

result of the 2007 revisions to the Policy 10.107 is not credible. See Armor Direct 74:9-75:15.

During its consideration of the 2011 Plan, the Board was presented with and considered two less

segregative reassignment scenarios. Both these alternatives were developed pursuant to

Policy 10.107. Both of these plans demonstrate that greater racial balance through student

assignment was both possible and practicable than the plan ultimately selected by the Board.
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D. The Board’s Failure of Proof as to the 2011 Plan

82. The Board failed to present any credible evidence to demonstrate that the 2011

Plan increased racial balance in Pitt County Schools or otherwise complied with the district’s

obligations under this Court’s existing orders.

83. Dr. Armor offered no credible testimony to contradict or counter Dr. Siegel-

Hawley’s conclusion that the 2011 Plan increased racial imbalance in Pitt County Schools. In

fact, Dr. Armor’s analysis, like Dr. Siegel-Hawley’s, showed an increase in racial imbalance

following the 2011 Plan. DX 2 App. B. Even were this Court to apply Dr. Armor’s broader +/-

20% standard, CM Eppes, South Greenville, and G.R. Whitfield became racially imbalanced and

Lakeforest opened as a racially imbalanced high school as a result of the 2011 Plan. PX 85A, B.

Additionally, even under Dr. Armor’s analysis, no imbalanced schools became balanced as a

result of the 2011 Plan. DX 2 App. B; PX 85A, B. Finally, Dr. Amor’s analysis also showed an

increase in the dissimilarity index after the implementation of the 2011 Plan. DX 2 at 15.

84. Moreover, Dr. Armor testified that he did not do any substantive analysis

comparing the three plans (Proficiency, Proximity, and Final) the Board relied on in deciding on

the 2011 Plan. He therefore offered no analysis on whether a less segregative alternative existed

for the Board when developing the 2011 Plan. Armor Cross 136:10-24.

85. The Board produced no credible evidence that current racial imbalances in Pitt

County Schools are caused by demographic change. Both the Board and Plaintiffs offered the

testimony of expert demographers. The Board’s witness was Dr. William Clark, Professor

Emeritus of Geography, University of California, Los Angeles; Plaintiffs’ witness was Dr. Allan

Parnell, Vice President of Cedar Grove Institute for Sustainable Communities and Adjunct

Professor of Sociology, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill. This Court accepted both Dr.

Clark and Dr. Parnell as experts in demography.
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86. The Board’s demographic expert, Dr. William Clark, devoted the majority of his

analysis to data through 2010, the year prior to the adoption of the 2011-12 reassignment plan.

See DX 26. This Court finds that the scant analysis Dr. Clark did provide for 2011 to the present

is not credible, not reliable, and, in fact, corroborates the conclusion that the 2011 Plan increased

racial segregation.

87. This Court questions the credibility of Dr. Clark’s testimony because he appears

to have pre-judged the conclusions he reached in his report. Dr. Clark’s initial report was based,

in large part, on a “proportional allocation” of census data to estimate the student-age population

in Pitt County in spite of the availability of actual numbers of 15-17 year olds in the county. This

led Dr. Clark to overestimate the student-age population in Pitt County by 12% in 2010 and by

10% in 2000 by failing to account for East Carolina University (“ECU”), which enrolls a number

of 18 and 19 year olds who are not enrolled in K-12 schools. Because ECU enrolls more white

students than black, Dr. Clark also overestimated the white student age population in Pitt County

by 17% in 2000 and by 22% in 2010. See PX 83 at PCC1484. Plaintiffs’ expert, Dr. Parnell

pointed out this error in his report, which resulted in Dr. Clark’s complete re-writing of his

report. Despite revising his expert report to correct this error, Dr. Clark did not alter his ultimate

conclusions, even though the demographics upon which he first based his opinions had changed

in the opposite directions.

88. For example, in Dr. Clark’s initial report, he stated that the school aged

population has increased by 11,345 or 62% in the last two decades, while in his rebuttal report he

admitted that school age population had only increased by 8,176 or 44.5% in that time period.

See DX 25 at 2; DX 26 at 4. His initial report also stated that “overall growth of the 5-17 school

age population was significantly greater in the first decade, and that the White population grew
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faster than the Black population” while in “the second decade, the growth was slower in both

populations with slightly greater percentage growth in the Black population;” his initial Table 5

stated that the number of white students grew 36.1 % from 1990 to 2000 while the number of

black students grew 22.8%, and that number of white students grew 8.3% from 2000 to 2010

while the number of black students grew 13.5%. See DX 25 at 2, 6, Table 5. In Dr. Clark’s

rebuttal report, he corrected these numbers to show that the number of white students grew

16.8% from 1990 to 2000 while the number of black students grew 20.3%, and that number of

white students grew 3.3% from 2000 to 2010 while the number of black students grew 11.7%.

See DX 26 at 7, Table 2. Dr. Clark admitted at trial that this recalculation showed that the overall

school-aged population had been “much more balanced than [he] had originally calculated.”

Clark Cross 271:7. Dr. Clark’s recalculation also affected specific tracts that his initial report had

characterized as significant. Dr. Clark initially described tracts 2 and 6 as being especially

notable examples of “the most substantial changes involving both Black gains and White losses”

from 2000 to 2010. DX 25 at 10. Yet Dr. Clark’s rebuttal report showed that he had overstated

the white loss in tract 2 by more than 100%, from 226 to 106. See id. at 12; DX 26 at 14. And

instead of a very large white loss of 251 in tract 6, there was in fact a white gain of 88. See

DX 25 at 12; DX 26 at 14. Dr. Clark’s initial report also highlighted tracts 4 and 5 as having

“substantial White and Black gains in school age population,” while his rebuttal report showed

that there had actually been a loss of 75 whites and a loss of 4 blacks in tract 4. See DX 25 at 3;

DX 26 at 14. Dr. Clark admitted at trial that he had neglected to update his maps to reflect this

correction. Clark Direct 211:10-13. Despite these drastic changes in the underlying data, Dr.

Clark stated at trial that his “conclusions didn’t really change at all.” Id. at 203:4.
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89. This Court finds that Dr. Clark’s reliance on a dissimilarity index based on the

2011-12 school attendance zones is inappropriate for several reasons. First, he applied it to

attendance segments, but as Plaintiffs’ demography expert, Dr. Allan Parnell explained, it is not

appropriate social science practice to apply a dissimilarity index to such a small number of units.

Parnell Direct 611:21-612:24. Second, Dr. Clark did not provide a calculation for dissimilarity

for any specific attendance zone, but rather only for the school district as a whole. The

calculation does not provide any information about whether racial balance increased, decreased,

or stayed the same after implementation of the 2011 Plan. DX 26 at 23; Parnell Direct 611:21-

612:24.

90. This Court also finds that Dr. Clark’s opinions are not reliable because he

exaggerated and misstated the impact of the growth of Hispanic and Other populations on the

balancing of the schools between black and white students. For example, Dr. Clark had

highlighted South Greenville as one of the schools primarily affected by the changed

demographic of the increase of Hispanic and Other students. DX 26 at 21; Clark Cross 280:8-

284:14. However, it is clear from the evidence that the lack of balance in South Greenville was

not affected by the increase in Hispanic and Other students. When Hispanic and other race

student enrollment decreased by approximately 50% between the 2011-12 and the 2012-13

school years at South Greenville Elementary School, South Greenville became substantially

more out of balance high-minority. PX 85A, B; Clark Cross 280:8-284:14.

91. This Court also finds that Dr. Clark’s opinions are not reliable because they rely

on an analysis of demographic changes in school attendance zones that holds the attendance

zones constant since 1999. See Clark Direct 221:25-222:14; DX 26 at 15. As Dr. Parnell

explained, the boundaries of these attendance zones changed significantly from 1999 to 2005 to
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2011, and the appropriate analysis is of the changes in the attendance zones as changed from

time to time by the Board. PX 83 at PCC1503-1504, 1515-1543; Parnell; Direct 612:25-627:19.

The following maps on the changes in South Greenville’s school attendance zones illustrate this

point:

PX 83 at PCC1542.

92. This Court also finds that Dr. Clark’s opinions are not reliable because he relied

on census tracts for his opinions concerning the location of black and white students. DX26 at 4-
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5; Clark Cross 261:20-263:8. As Dr. Parnell explained, the more accurate analysis relies on the

census block groups and census blocks, which provide greater spatial detail and account for Pitt

County’s mix of small city, small towns and rural areas, evidencing pockets of black student

population throughout the County available for assignment in 2011. Parnell Direct 600:22-

604:10; PX 83 at PCC1492-1500. The following comparison between Dr. Parnell’s map on the

top and Dr. Clark’s map on the bottom illustrates this point:

PX 83 at PCC1498, Map 10.
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DX 26 at 11, Figure 2.

E. Overall Findings on the 2011 Plan

93. The Court finds that the Board has failed to meet its burden to prove that the 2011

Plan moves the district toward unitary status. Indeed, the evidence is clear and compelling that

the opposite is true: the 2011 Plan moved the district further away from unitary status.

94. The Court finds that the 2011 Plan was regressive, increasing racial imbalance in

several schools in the district and failing to address continuing imbalances in other schools

expressly excluded from the plan. The 2011 Plan increased both the number of imbalanced

schools and the number of students attending imbalanced schools.

95. This Court further finds that the regression on racial balance is the direct and

foreseeable result of actions taken by the Board in adopting the 2011 Plan, in rejecting less

racially segregative alternatives, and not the result of demographic changes.
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III. THE BOARD HAS FAILED TO ELIMINATE THE VESTIGES OF
DISCRIMINATION FROM ITS FORMERLY DUAL SYSTEM

A. The Board Failed to Adopt a Comprehensive Unitary Status Plan

96. The Board has never adopted or implemented a comprehensive unitary status plan

which would outline the steps it would take to achieve unitary status on all factors set forth in

Green v. County School Board of New Kent County, 391 U.S. 430, 437-38 (1968). Such a plan

might include data collection, timelines and benchmarks, and a court-approved definition of

racial imbalance. Dr. Siegel-Hawley Direct 783:21-785:1.

97. As a result of never having developed a comprehensive unitary status or

desegregation plan, the Board failed to collect any data that would show if it was complying with

this Court’s orders and moving towards unitary status. The Board only began comprehensively

collecting data on its performance in the various Green factors in 2010 as a result of this Court’s

2009 Order. PX 76 at PCC1376; PX 77.

98. Aaron Beaulieu, the former Associate Superintendent of Operations who oversaw

the Board’s school construction, facilities, and technology, specifically testified that he has never

made a decision in consultation with a comprehensive unitary status plan. Beaulieu Dep. 107:21-

112:18; Beaulieu Cross 447:17-21.

99. Dr. Delilah Jackson, the Assistant Superintendent of Human Resources for the

District, who oversees faculty assignment in the Pitt County school system, testified that the only

document of which she was aware that touched upon unitary status was one that simply collected

data. Jackson Dep. 15:11-15-17.

100. The Board’s senior staff members do not understand the district’s obligations

under its court orders; nor have they been advised of the role they play in achieving unitary

status by the Board or Superintendent. These senior staff members are responsible for
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implementing the Board’s priorities as to various Green factors, such as student assignment,

faculty assignment, transportation, and facilities. See Beaulieu Dep. 107:21-112:18; Weathington

Dep. 14:12-18:19; Jackson Dep. 13:20-14-8.

101. Mr. Miller, who has worked with the Pitt County school district since joining the

Board’s consultant OREd in 2003, testified that he was involved in at least two student

reassignments – one that occurred in 2006, and one that occurred in 2011. Miller Dep. 47:7-9,

48:5-10, 65:7-66:22, 119:17-25. Mr. Miller was never asked to plan a county-wide reassignment.

Id. at 95:8-13; 114:2-6. He was directed to consider race as a factor for the 2006 reassignment,

but not for the 2011 reassignment. Id. at 87:18-90:12; 128:11-129:18. In 2005, Mr. Miller

critiqued the school district’s reassignment policies, stating that the “attendance boundaries are

not a product of a long-range planning strategy,” but rather “a culmination of a series of short-

term and limited impact reassignments.” Id. at 100:9-20; see id. at 100:21-105:6.

102. Although other school districts have asked OREd to help them improve racial

balance in their schools, Pitt County school district never asked Mr. Miller to help it achieve

county-wide racial balance. Id. at 30:5-8; 114:2-6; 161:3-8. Nor did Pitt County ever ask Mr.

Miller to help it achieve unitary status. Id. at 161:11-13.

103. This Court finds that the Board never adopted a comprehensive unitary status

plan, and never educated its staff as to what had to be done to meet the Green factors. These

failures, this Court finds, demonstrated the Board’s lack of commitment to attaining unitary

status.

B. Pitt County Is Not Unitary as to Student Assignment

1. The School District Is Currently Imbalanced

104. Dr. Siegel-Hawley testified that a unitary school system is one which has

effectively eliminated the vestiges of discrimination inherent in a dual system of education,
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where a vestige is a relic or a remnant of that formerly dual system. Siegel-Hawley Direct

775:11-23. Dr. Siegel-Hawley also explained that a unitary school system is one that has sought

to eliminate racially identifiable schools. Id. at 775:11-777:14, 779:5-21, 782:3-24, 828:12-17.

Dr. Armor, the Board’s expert, agreed that unitary status requires the elimination of racially

identifiable schools. DX 2 at 2.

105. As this Court has already found, the Pitt County school system has experienced

increasing racial imbalance since 2009. See generally PX 85A, B.

106. The evidence shows that today, more than half of the schools in the school district

are racially identifiable. Eighteen of the school district’s thirty-five schools currently exhibit

racial imbalance when analyzed using the metric applied by Plaintiffs’ expert. These racially

identifiable schools include Belvoir Elementary, CM Eppes, Chicod Elementary, DH Conley, EB

Aycock, Elmhurst, Falkland, GR Whitefield, Hope Middle, Lakeforest Elementary, Northwest,

Pactolus, South Greenville, Stokes, Wahl-Coates, Wellcome, Wintergreen Intermediate and

Wintergreen Primary. PX 85A, B.

107. Even applying Dr. Armor’s metric of +/- 20% variance from either white or black

student enrollment, close to a third of the schools in the district are racially identifiable today. At

least ten of the school district’s thirty-five schools are currently imbalanced. These include

Belvoir, CM Eppes, Chicod, DH Conley, Hope, Lakeforest, South Greenville, Stokes, Wellcome,

and Wintergreen Intermediate. PX 85A, B.

108. The Court determines that the Pitt County Schools are currently racially

imbalanced.
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2. Plaintiffs’ Expert Applied the Appropriate Measures of Racial
Imbalance

109. Plaintiffs’ expert, Dr. Siegel-Hawley, analyzed racial balance by calculating the

overall number of imbalanced schools throughout the district, as well as the number of students

enrolled in racially identifiable schools over time. Siegel-Hawley Direct 787:11-23, 817: 12-

822:21. The Court finds that Dr. Siegel-Hawley’s methodology was correct.

110. Dr. Siegel-Hawley testified, and this Court finds, that all students benefit from

diverse and integrated learning environments, and all students are harmed by racially identifiable

settings. This harm is not limited to those students actually enrolled in racially imbalanced

schools. The concentration of students in imbalanced settings prevents the district from

achieving system-wide balance and denies all students of an education that prepares them to

learn and work in a diverse world. PX 81 at PCC1445. Siegel-Hawley Direct 782:3-24.

111. Dr. Siegel-Hawley testified, and this Court finds, that, for a non-unitary district,

the extent to which children continue to be educated in a racially identifiable school is relevant to

whether there are vestiges of discrimination in that system. When determining whether a school

system is unitary, it is important to analyze not just the number of schools which remain racially

identifiable but also the number of students who are directly impacted by that experience. Siegel-

Hawley Direct 775:11-777:14, 779:5-21, 782:3-24, 787:11-23, 817: 12-822:21, 828:12-17.

112. As determined above at FOF 71, this Court finds that the +/- 15% metric applied

by Dr. Siegel-Hawley is the most appropriate measure of racial imbalance to use in this case.

This metric is consistent with the measure applied by courts throughout the South, including

North Carolina, as well as social scientists studying school desegregation. PX 81 at PCC1444;

Siegel-Hawley Direct 788:25-789:22. It is also consistent with the original court order in
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Edwards that required a two-to-one ratio, closely reflecting district-level racial demographics. JX

5 at J21; PX81 at PCC1441.

113. This Court finds that the cluster analysis of racial imbalance used by Dr. Armor is

not informative of whether a school district has successfully integrated its entire system.

According to Dr. Siegel-Hawley, and the Court agrees, separating and analyzing the district’s

enrollment per high school cluster or feeder pattern is an inappropriate way to evaluate

integration across the entire district. PX 81 at 1444; Siegel-Hawley Direct 820:2-822:21.

3. The School District Was Not Unitary in Student Assignment Pre-
Merger

114. This Court finds that the Board failed to meet its burden of proof to demonstrate it

was unitary in student assignment pre-merger. The Board failed to produce student enrollment

data for eight years prior to the merger. DX 2 App. A. Because the merger occurred fifteen years

following the approval of the 1970 desegregation plan for the Greenville City Schools, the Board

failed to produce data for more than half of the time period it asserts that Greenville City Schools

operated a unitary system. Id.; Siegel-Hawley Direct 817:12-818:6.

115. The Board has failed to produce student enrollment data for Pitt County Schools

for seven years prior to the merger. DX 2. App. A; Siegel-Hawley Direct 817:12-818:6.

116. In addition to providing insufficient data to prove that it was unitary pre-merger,

Defendant’s expert did not address the Office of Civil Rights (“OCR”) involvement in the school

district from 1979 through at least 1998. In 1979, seven years after Pitt County School district

was put under court order, OCR received a complaint that the Pitt County School district was

segregating students within its schools by classrooms through “grouping.” OCR determined there

was a basis for the complaint and required the Pitt County school district to alter its classroom

assignment in order to not lose federal funding for violating the Civil Rights Act of 1964. PX 8
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at PCC246-47; PX 33 at PCC569-70. Although it occurred post-merger, it is also important to

note that in 1998, OCR informed Defendant’s attorney Phil Dixon that it had received seven

complaints about Defendant’s redistricting. After investigating the complaints, OCR concluded

that while citizens may desire community schools, they desired “less racially identifiable

schools.” PX 33 at PCC570.

117. Any progress both school systems made following the implementation of the Teel

and Edwards desegregation orders may be attributed to the initial compliance with court-ordered

desegregation. PX 81 at PCC1445; Siegel-Hawley Direct 823:4-22.

118. By 1972, only one school in Greenville and four schools in Pitt County were

racially imbalanced. But after one year, the percentage of imbalanced schools in Greenville had

increased to almost 10% and in Pitt County 20-30% of the schools were imbalanced between

1972 and 1979. PX 81 at PCC1450; see also Siegel-Hawley Direct 822:22-826:2 (explaining the

methodology for the calculations).

119. By 1972 the number of students attending racially imbalanced schools began

fluctuating in Greenville City Schools, and between 1972 and 1982 anywhere between 10% and

20% of students in Pitt County were enrolled in racially imbalanced settings. PX 81 at PCC1445;

see also Siegel-Hawley Direct 822:22-826:2.

120. This Court finds that these periods of imbalance are inconsistent with a unitary

system being in place in the pre-merger period, as asserted by the Board.

4. PCS Is Not Unitary in Student Assignment Post-Merger

a. Number of Students Attending Racially Imbalanced Schools

121. As Dr. Siegel-Hawley testified, applying the +/- 15% measure of imbalance to the

district’s share of white or black students, anywhere between 1,300 and 9,100 Pitt County

students attended a racially imbalanced school during the post-merger period. Between 1987 and
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2011, an average of 4,653 students was enrolled in an imbalanced setting each year. This means

that anywhere between 7% and 40% of Pitt County students attended an imbalanced school each

year since 1987. PX 81 at PCC1441; see also Siegel-Hawley Direct 816:7-24.

122. In 1991, approximately 7% of the students in Pitt County were enrolled in an

imbalanced school. By 2004, however, that number had increased to almost 36%. Dr. Siegel-

Hawley concluded that this rise corresponded to changes in the student assignment policy which

“broadened” the acceptable ratio of black and white students in the schools. PX 81 at PCC1447.

123. Even when the overall share of students in imbalanced settings declined between

2005 and 2009, at least 25% of Pitt County students continued to be educated in an imbalanced

school every year during that time period. Id.

124. In the past several years, the percentage of Pitt County students attending a

racially imbalanced school has increased sharply to an all-time high of almost 40%. This recent

increase is closely related to the adoption of the 2011-12 student reassignment plan. Id.; see also

FOF 74-75.

125. Prior to 1987, the relatively equal number of black and white student enrollment

meant that findings of imbalance were identical regardless of whether the analysis was

conducted using white or black percentage of district enrollment as the reference category.

PX 81 at PCC1450. After 1987, defining imbalance using the overall share of black students in

the district produces results which closely mirror those when analyzed in terms overall white

enrollment, although it did produce a slightly smaller share of schools defined as imbalanced for

the 2011-12 school year. PX 81 at PCC1449. Even so, this Court finds that the analysis reveals

inconsistent and increasing racial imbalance over time using either measure of imbalance.
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126. During most years from 1968 to 2011, more students were enrolled in racially

imbalanced high-minority settings than in low-minority settings, which, Dr. Siegel-Hawley,

testified, is significant in terms of the harms associated with racially segregated minority schools.

More recently, however, the number of students in Pitt County who are enrolled in low-minority

settings has overtaken the share of those in high-minority settings, which is indicative of a trend

toward “white isolation” in Pitt County Schools. PX 81 at PCC1447.

b. Number of Racially Imbalanced Schools

127. This Court finds that, post-merger, the Board has not maintained consistent levels

of progress in decreasing the number of racially identifiable schools throughout its system.

128. Since 1987, roughly eight Pitt County Schools were racially imbalanced each

year. By 2011, a total of fourteen schools had become racially imbalanced using a +/- 15%

variance from the district share of white students to measure imbalance. PX 81 at PCC1442.

129. Since 1987, at least 10% and at times as many as 40% of the schools in Pitt

County were racially imbalanced, falling either below or above the +/- 15% share of white

students enrolled in the school district. Id. at PCC1451. The trend line showing the number of

imbalanced schools over time is “decidedly uneven” during the post-merger period, dominated

by two periods of sharply increasing imbalances. Id.; Siegel-Hawley Direct 826:3-827:5.

130. In 1991, approximately 10% of the schools in Pitt County were imbalanced. That

figure rose to 40% by 2004, and this four-fold increase corresponded with a change in the

student assignment policy that expanded the acceptable ratio of white and black students within

the schools. PX 81 at PCC1451.

131. Between 2004 and 2009, the overall share of imbalanced schools in the county

declined, but even so, nearly 25% or more of the district’s schools remained imbalanced every

year during this time period. Id.
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132. Plaintiffs’ experts found that in the past several years, the percentage of

imbalanced schools increased sharply to almost 40%. This increase is closely related to the

implementation of the 2011-12 student reassignment discussed above. Id. at PCC1452. For the

post-merger period, this means that anywhere between three to fourteen schools have been

imbalanced every single year since 1987. This is inconsistent with a unitary system. Id.; Siegel-

Hawley Direct 828:1-830:18, 837:21-839:9.

133. Dr. Siegel-Hawley calculated the number of imbalanced schools during the post-

merger period using both black and white students as the reference category. Siegel-Hawley

Direct 816:25-817:11. Prior to 1987, the results were identical given the demographic makeup of

the student population. After 1987, defining imbalance in terms of black enrollment instead of

white enrollment produced similar results, although there is a slightly lower percentage of

imbalanced schools for 2011-12 school year. PX 81 at PCC1453. Even so, this analysis reveals

inconsistent and increasing racial imbalance over time using either measure of imbalance.

134. During the post-merger period, thirteen schools have been racially imbalanced for

at least five consecutive years using a +/- 15% measure of imbalance from either white or black

student enrollment in the district. Of those, eight schools have been racially imbalanced for at

least ten consecutive years. PX 81 at PCC1442; see also Siegel-Hawley Direct 828:1-17.

135. Students assigned to persistently imbalanced school settings in Pitt County face

the possibility of attending an isolated school for perhaps up to half – or in some cases nearly the

entirety – of their K-12 education. PX 81 at PCC1442.

136. Defendant has admitted that the racial imbalances in its schools are vestiges of de

jure segregation. In 2007, the Office of Civil Rights requested Defendant to: “For each school

year from 2000-01 through 2004-5, identify and document all vestiges of de jure segregation in
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the assignment of students that existed in each elementary school involved in the October 2005

student assignment plan.” In response, Defendant directed OCR to its district racial composition

of students and its school-by-school racial composition. PX 42.

c. Individual Schools

137. At any given time, Pitt County Schools has operated up to thirty-nine schools.

Post-merger, nine schools have had black student enrollment above a 15% variance for more

than three years, and eight schools have had black student enrollment lower than a 15% variance

for more than three years. PX 85A, B. This means that since the merger, 23% of the district’s

schools have been imbalanced high black and 21% have been imbalanced low black. PX 85A, B.

138. Using a +/- 15% metric, Belvoir Elementary has had an imbalanced low white

enrollment for seventeen years (1996 to 2013) and it remains so today. Even using a +/- 20% this

school has been imbalanced low white for the past fifteen years. PX 85A, B.

139. Using a +/- 15% metric, Chicod Elementary School has been imbalanced high

white enrollment/low black enrollment for twenty-six years (1987 to 2013) and it remains

imbalanced today. This is true even if a +/-20% metric is applied to measure imbalance. PX 85A,

B. Defendant did not submit persuasive evidence that Chicod Elementary is a geographically

isolated school which adequately accounts for this persistent imbalance.

(a) Defendant’s staff testified that the students who attend Chicod actually

live closer to Hope Middle School on Mills Road. Beaulieu Dep. 105:13-106:9.

(b) As is apparent from the maps described by Dr. Parnell, the distance from

Chicod’s northwest attendance boundaries to the center of Greenville is equidistant to the

distance from those same attendance boundaries to the physical location of Chicod. PX

83 at PCC1526, Maps 26 and 27 (providing a mile scale).
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(c) For example, Sadie Saulter, a formerly state-sanctioned segregated Black

elementary school and persistently imbalanced Black school, is a little less than seven

miles from Chicod’s current5 northwest attendance boundaries. PX 83 at PCC1526, Maps

26 and 27 (providing a mile scale). These attendance boundaries are also a little over

seven miles from Chicod’s physical location. Thus, a portion of Chicod’s attendance

area, which is predominantly comprised of white school-age students, see PX83 at

PCC1511, Table 4, PCC1522, is closer or equidistant to Sadie Saulter, a persistently

Black school, than to Chicod, a persistently white school. PX 83 at PCC1526, Maps 26

and 27.

(d) Yet, in 2009, as part of its Long Range Facilities Plan, Defendant

recommended that Sadie Saulter no longer operate as an elementary school and be

repurposed as administrative offices and a Pre-K Center due partly to low enrollment.

PX53 at PCC865.

(e) Despite Chicod’s overcapacity at this same time (112%), Defendant never

recommended or implemented a change to Chicod’s attendance boundaries that could

have increased white student enrollment at Sadie Saulter and helped with the capacity

problems at both schools. Instead, Defendant recommended reassignment of Chicod

students to all majority white elementary and middle schools. PX 53 at PCC873; PX

85A, B.6

5 Chicod’s attendance boundaries have not been changed since Map 27’s timeframe of 2008-2009. See PX83 at
PCC1525.

6 This recommendation to change Chicod’s stagnant attendance boundaries was never implemented due to
Defendant’s reaction to Chicod parents’ opposition to any reconfiguration of the school. Beaulieu Dep. 35:19-38:5.
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(f) In fact, the only time Chicod’s student attendance boundaries have been

changed was to reassign its northwest attendance area, which was even closer to the

center of Greenville than its current boundaries, to Wintergreen and G.R. Whitfield. Both

of these schools were predominantly white before and after the reassignment. PX 83 at

PCC1525.

(g) Defendant has thus never reassigned students from Chicod to imbalanced

black schools in Greenville. PX 83 at PCC1525.

140. Using a +/- 15% metric, D.H. Conley High School has been imbalanced both high

white and low black for the past eleven years (2002 to 2013) and it remains so today. Using a +/-

20% metric, the school has been imbalanced high white for the past ten years and imbalanced

low black for the past nine years. PX 85A, B. The imbalance corresponds with the opening of

South Central High School in 2002. Id.

141. Using either a +/-15% or 20% metric, Hope Middle School opened imbalanced

high white and low black enrollment in 2006 and it has remained so every year since. Id.

142. Using a +/-15% metric, Wellcome Middle School has been imbalanced low white

enrollment for the past sixteen years (1997 to 2013) and remains so today. During this same time

period, the school could also be considered racially imbalanced high black enrollment for eleven

of those years using that metric. Using a +/-20% metric, the school has been imbalanced low

white for twelve years, and was also imbalanced low white for another two years of the three

years before that. Id.

143. Using a +/-15% metric, Stokes Elementary School has been imbalanced both low

black and high white enrollment for the past ten years (2003 to 2013) and it remains so today.
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Applying the +/-20% metric, during the same time period the school was low black for five years

and high white enrollment for four years. Id.

144. For the last seventeen years (1997 to 2013), South Greenville Elementary School

has been imbalanced low white enrollment for sixteen years when using a +/-15% metric. During

that same time period, the school could also be considered high black for fifteen years, including

the past nine consecutive years. Applying the +/-20% metric to that same time period, the school

was imbalanced low white enrollment for five of those years, including the past two years. It

could also be considered high black enrollment for six of those years, including the past two

years. Id.

145. Using a +/-15% metric, Northwest Elementary School was imbalanced low white

enrollment when it opened in 2001, and it remained so for the next twelve years (2001 to 2013).

During that same time period it could also be considered high black for five of those years,

although not consecutively. Applying a +/-20% metric, the school was still imbalanced low

white for nine years during this time period, and it has remained low white for the past six years

in a row. Id.

146. Using a +/-15% metric, Bethel Elementary School was imbalanced high black for

nineteen of the twenty years between 1987 and 2006, with the exception of the 1991-92 school

year. The school could also be considered imbalanced low white for eighteen of those same

twenty years. Applying the +/-20% metric, the school would be imbalanced high black for four

of those years and imbalanced low white for six of those years, although not consecutively. It has

been balanced since 2007 whether analyzed in terms of black enrollment and since 2006 in terms

of white enrollment. Id.
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147. While not currently imbalanced, Elmhurst Elementary School has also

experienced persistent imbalance when analyzed using the +/- 15% metric. From 1996 to 2005,

the school was high white and low black enrollment. During that time, even applying the +/-20%

metric the school experienced four consecutive years of high white enrollment and four years of

low black enrollment. Id.

148. Falkland Elementary School is another school which experienced persistent

periods of imbalance, even though it is not currently imbalanced. Using a +/- 15% metric, for the

nine year period between 1996 to 2005, the school was imbalanced both high black and low

white enrollment. For five of the past six years (2007 to 2013), the school has remained

imbalanced high black enrollment, including the most recent two school years. Id. During this

time period, applying the +/- 20% metric demonstrates that from 1996 to 2005, Falkland was

imbalanced high black for two non-consecutive years and imbalanced low white for one of those

years. Id.

5. The Board’s Decisions in Siting, Opening and Closing Schools
Exacerbated Racial Imbalances

149. Pursuant to the original desegregation order in Teel, the Board must “to the extent

consistent with the proper administration and operation of the school system . . . locate any new

school or addition with the objective of eradicating the vestiges of the dual system and of

eliminating the effects of segregation.” JX 2 at J10-11. As Dr. Siegel-Hawley testified, a school

district under court order, such as the Board, is required to site schools in a manner that does not

exacerbate segregation. Siegel-Hawley Direct 831:24-832:2.

150. Locating new schools requires a school district to balance a range of factors and

considerations. Dr. Siegel-Hawley testified that for a school district that remains under court
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order and that is required to move towards unitary status, race must be a primary input in school

siting and student assignment decisions. Siegel-Hawley Direct 808:13-809:19.

151. Information about racial demographics is available and may be used to analyze

the impact of school siting and student enrollment decisions. Census data reveals the precise

number and race of children living in any census block. The Board has access to and is able to

analyze the racial demographic information of the actual student population within a school

district or attendance zone using both census and GIS data. PX 83 at PCC1500-1504. This

permits school districts to predict and influence the effect of siting a school in a specific

community or moving a particular neighborhood or segment from one school assignment zone to

another. Id. As a result, Dr. Siegel-Hawley testified that racial demographics may be used in both

siting and assignment decisions. Siegel-Hawley Direct 808:13-809:19.

152. The Board’s consultant, OREd, confirmed that this data was accessible to the

Board. Mr. Miller, who has worked with the Pitt County school district since joining OREd in

2003, Miller Dep. 47:7-9; 48:5-10, testified that in or around 1998, OREd built a “geodatabase”

for Pitt County schools that tracks, among other things, the address of each student within the

district, each student’s school and grade assignments, and each student’s race. Id. at 35:12-22.

The geodatabase is typically updated every year, and it contains the data from which OREd is

able to make recommendations to school boards regarding school siting and student assignment

plans. Id. at 35:12-22, 159:11-16, 170:10-13.

153. Aaron Beaulieu, the former Associate Superintendent of Operations who oversaw

the Board’s school construction, facilities, and technology, testified that he has never made a

decision regarding school siting in consultation with a plan designed to move the district towards
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unitary status, and that racial demographics have no role to play in school siting decisions.

Beaulieu Dep. 107:21-112:18; Beaulieu Cross 447:17-21.

154. Defendant selects as well as directs the consultants it uses to make siting and

assignment decisions. Beaulieu Dep. 21:17-21:22. Pitt County Schools works with OREd to

determine options for both school siting and student assignment. JPO ¶ 22. Mr. Beaulieu never

directed OREd to consider racial demographics in determining the optimal location for new

schools. Beaulieu Cross 450:6-14; Miller Dep. 153:22-155:2.

155. Mr. Miller testified that he was involved with the siting of three schools in Pitt

County – Creekside, Ridgewood, and Lakeforest. Miller Dep. 151:10-20. Describing the process,

he stated that Assistant Superintendent Aaron Beaulieau would inform him that the school

district was ready to build a new school, and would ask his help in determining an appropriate

site. Id. at 151:25-152:5; 153:4-7. Mr. Miller then would recommend an “optimal” site based on

school capacities and the location of students, and the school board would select the ultimate

location for the new school based on the availability of suitable land, among other factors. Id. at

153:22-155:2. Notably, Mr. Miller testified that he never used race in recommending a site for a

new school. Id. Mr. Miller testified that neither he nor OREd was involved in the siting of Hope

Middle School, which he said was “not well sited.” Id. at 155:6-19; 157:14-158:19. Mr. Miller

was not involved in the school board’s decision to close Sadie Saulter. Id. at 156:8-16.

156. Assistant Superintendent Beaulieu agreed that the siting of new schools both

responds to and drives future enrollment needs. Beaulieu Cross 448:11-449:3. Defendant’s Long

Term Facilities Plan specifically recognizes that new schools may influence growth and

development. PX53 at PCC812. Even so, the Board does not consider racial demographics of the

district as a whole or the area where construction is contemplated when selecting sites for new
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schools. When siting a new school, the Board does not consider whether a school can be located

in a way that is accessible to both black and white students. Beaulieu Dep. 65:8-67:9; 84:8-19;

DX 40 at 18-19; Beaulieu Cross 450:6-453:10.

157. The 2009 Long Range Facilities Plan outlines a number of principles which guide

decisions related to school siting, facility renovations and student assignment. Beaulieu Dep.

17:13-20:7. Those principles do not include the consideration of the racial demographics of the

school district or the neighborhood where schools may be sited. PX 53 at PCC816-818.

158. The Court concludes that the Board offered no credible evidence why it would be

impracticable to site schools in a way which both accounts for enrollment growth and fosters

integration.

159. While under court order, Pitt County Schools opened four new schools which

were racially imbalanced during their first year of operation. PX 81 at PCC1442. In 1987, Pitt

County Schools opened Wintergreen Primary School racially imbalanced, and it remained so for

five years. DX2 at 12. In 2001, Northwest Elementary School opened imbalanced high black and

low white enrollment and it remains so today. In 2006, Hope Middle School opened as

imbalanced high white enrollment and it remains so today. In 2011, Lakeforest Elementary

School opened as an imbalanced high black enrollment and it remains so today. PX 81 at

PCC1454-55; PX 85A, B.

160. This Court therefore finds that Defendant’s obligations with respect to unitary

status have not informed school siting decisions.

161. The Court finds that even when new schools opened balanced, this balance may

have been achieved by creating imbalance elsewhere in the school district. Shifting imbalance
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rather than reducing overall imbalance throughout the district is inconsistent with Defendant’s

obligation to racially integrate its schools.

162. For example, the opening of South Central High in 2002 correlates with growing

imbalance at DH Conley High. When South Central opened it drew black students from the DH

Conley attendance area which dropped to 27% black enrollment the year South Central opened

and remained at 24-25% black enrollment ever since. DX 2 at 13.

163. This Court finds that many school closings or conversions in Pitt County involved

predominantly black schools, necessitating the reassignment of those students, which may have

forced those students to disproportionately bear the burden of integration.

164. In 1990, the Board closed Third Street, which had been imbalanced high black

from 1987 to 1990. In 2011, Defendant repurposed Sadie Saulter Elementary, which had been

imbalanced high black from 1998 to 2011. In fact, during the post-merger period, that school was

imbalanced high black even when applying the +/- 20% metric, with the exception of the 1998-

99 school year. In 1978, Defendant converted Agnes Fullilove into a special program school

which continued to be imbalanced high black. See DX 3 at 3; PX 85A, B.

6. Board Decisions and Policies, and Not Changed Demographics, Are
Responsible for the Imbalances

165. The demographic composition of the district’s school-age population defines how

the district may achieve diversity within each attendance area within each school. PX 83 at

PCC1499.

166. Attendance zones are Board-mandated constructs which determine a school’s

enrolled population and influence the racial balance of that school. PX 83 at PCC1499. The

racial composition of a school is a function of the location of the school and the demographic

makeup of the students within the school’s attendance zone who opt to enroll in the district. Id.
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167. The Board is ultimately responsible for determining both the location of new

schools, as well as the attendance area for each of its schools. Beaulieu Cross 456:18-457:6.

168. In 1995, the Board indicated that schools should meet a target of a 65/35% racial

balance ratio, and that a school which reached a 70/30% demographic for its enrolled student

population would be outside of the acceptable limit. By 1998, the Board “moved the marker” and

identified 70/30% as the new target for racial balance. PX 81 at PCC1443; Siegel-Hawley Direct

790:2-791:2.

169. In 2007, the school attendance policy was revised to incorporate new measures of

diversity. The new policy stated that to maintain diversity “reasonably reflective” of the school

system as a whole, the factors to be considered in student assignment could include achievement,

socioeconomic status, and ethnic, racial and educational subgroups. PX 47; JPO ¶ 18; PX 81 at

PCC1443.

170. Dr. Siegel-Hawley testified that increases in imbalance correlated with changes in

Board policy. In addition, downturns in racial imbalance were followed by increases, indicating

that the District did not sustain an effective desegregation effort. PX 81 at PCC1441. Because

unitary status requires sustained balance over time, the evidence for Pitt County is inconsistent

with a district that has attained unitary status in student assignment.

171. Dr. Parnell compared the demographic composition of the student population

living in various school attendance zones with the demographic composition of the overall

student population. Doing so revealed that as of 2010, as many as ten elementary schools had

attendance boundaries that may have either over or underrepresented black students compared to

the district student-age population. For that same year, nine elementary schools had attendance
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zones which might have over or underrepresented white students compared to the district

student-age population. PX 83 at PCC1510-1511; Parnell Direct 607:4-611:20.

PC 83 at PCC1510-1511, Tables 2 and 3.

172. As a result, Dr. Parnell concluded that by 2011-12, a majority of the county’s

elementary schools had attendance areas which deviated “notably” from the overall racial

composition of the county’s school age population. Id.; Parnell Direct 607:4-611:20.
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173. In terms of understanding the Board’s role in influencing the racial composition

of schools, it is useful to identify the decision making points when the Board is faced with

options related to either school siting or student assignment. PX 81 at PCC1442-1443, PCC1455.

174. Over the years, Pitt County Schools made a number of decisions related to the

opening and closing of schools, in addition to reassigning students to different schools. PX 81 at

PCC1454.

175. While the Board opened a number of balanced schools in the last decade, it also

opened three schools imbalanced which remain so today: Northwest Elementary School, Hope

Middle School and Lakeforest Elementary School. These Board decisions were inconsistent with

the Board’s obligation to move the district toward unitary status. PX 81 at PCC1455.

176. In particular, the Board opened Lakeforest Elementary imbalanced in spite of the

availability of less segregative options. It did so at a time when the school attendance policy

permitted the use of race in student assignment, and when it remained under court order to do so.

Because the Board opted to focus on race-neutral priorities, the result was a steep uptick in racial

imbalance and increased racial isolation of both black and white students throughout the district.

PX 79; PX 80; PX 81 at PCC1455; see also FOF 74-75.

177. Plaintiffs’ demography expert, Dr. Parnell, testified that demographic changes do

not account for the racial imbalance in Pitt County Schools. Parnell Direct 593:9-594:9. The

demographic composition of the student population has remained relatively stable over the past

five decades. In 1960, 47% of the school-age population was white and 53% was black. By 2010,

approximately 44% of the student population was white and 43% was black. PX 83 at PCC1482;

Parnell Direct 595:6-602:8. This stability is represented in the following:
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PX 83 at PCC1479, Fig. 1.

PX 83 at PCC1482, Table 2

178. Dr. Armor’s analysis also confirms that pre-merger, black enrollment in Pitt

County Schools gradually decreased but grew in Greenville City Schools, whereas white

enrollment increased in Pitt County and decreased in Greenville. Immediately prior to merger,

the gap between black and white enrollment in both systems significantly decreased. DX 2 at 7.

Post-merger black enrollment slowly overtook white enrollment over twenty years, but the

relative number of both black and white student enrollment remained stable for the past decade.

DX 2 at 9.

179. Defendant produced no credible evidence that current racial imbalances in Pitt

County Schools are caused by demographic change. This Court has found that the opinions of
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Dr. Clark, the Board’s demography expert, were lacking in credibility and reliability. See

FOF 85-92. Dr. Clark limited the majority of his analysis to data through 2010, one year prior to

the adoption of the 2011-12 reassignment plan. DX 26. By doing so, he ignored and failed to

explain the significant increase in imbalance following the implementation of that plan, which

exists even using Dr. Armor’s application of the +/-20% metric. Additionally, the Court

emphasizes again that the growth in the Hispanic and other race student population had no

discernible effect on the level of racial imbalance in Pitt County Schools. When Hispanic and

other race student enrollment decreased by approximately 50% between the 2011-12 and the

2012-13 school years at South Greenville Elementary School, the overall level of imbalance

between black and white students still increased dramatically. See FOF 90; PX85A, B.

180. This Court finds Dr. Parnell’s demographic analysis more credible because it

relies on the census block groups and census blocks, which provide greater spatial detail and

account for Pitt County’s mix of small city, small towns and rural areas. PX83 at PCC1492.

Using the appropriate scale reveals that Pitt County’s black population is actually dispersed

throughout the county. See FOF 92; PX 83 at PCC1499-1500; Parnell Direct 600:22-604:10.

181. This Court finds that the fact that predominantly black neighborhoods are located

throughout the county rather than concentrated in a single region creates greater potential to

achieve better balanced schools. Because the black population is not concentrated in a few large

areas of the county, the Board may achieve diversity in school assignment in spite of overall

patterns of residential segregation. PX83 at 6, 28; Parnell Direct 602:22-606:23.

182. The Court notes that, at trial, former Superintendent volunteered (when testifying

on an entirely unrelated topic) that there was a “migration rate” each year of approximately 30%,

which she described as a figure relating to the number of students who left the school system
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each year. Emory Direct 494:14-496:3. The Court expressed interest in this figure, given its

possible impact on the student populations. The Board was unable to supply any data that

substantiated Dr. Emory’s testimony, and it will be disregarded as unsubstantiated and

impermissible hearsay. On the last day of trial, the Board did offer into evidence documentation

referring to “migration,” but limited to only three high schools. See DX 139. Not only did this

data demonstrate that Dr. Emory’s recollection was inaccurate (it showed a rate of approximately

10%), but it also sheds no light on the issue of the effect of “migration” on student populations.

First, the Board presented no testimony to explain what the data means. Second, assuming the

data indicate the percentage of students who left high school in the year in question, common

sense dictates that the high school migration rate would be considerably higher than the

migration rate of lower grade schools, because high school students are much more likely to

drop-out. Finally, the data provide no information on the relative racial breakdown of those who

migrate out of the system. Accordingly, this Court will accord no weight either to Dr. Emory’s

testimony about migration rates or to DX 139.

7. The Board Ignored Available Strategies to Achieve Greater Racial
Balance

183. In addition to rejecting less discriminatory alternative student assignment plans in

2011, this Court finds that Defendant failed to contemplate or institute alternative strategies to

achieve greater racial balance in student assignment, such as magnet or school choice programs.

184. Dr. Siegel-Hawley testified that magnet programs are an effective method for

achieving unitary status if designed so that the curriculum and programming are innovative and

attractive and “magnetic” to students and parents. Additionally, innovative programming and

curriculum must permeate every aspect of the magnet school. Siegel-Hawley Direct 835:3-837:2;

PX 81 at PCC1456.
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185. Dr. Siegel-Hawley further testified that school choice programs, with or without a

magnet program, may be an effective method to achieve unitary status in student assignment.

Successful choice programs incorporate diversity goals, parental outreach, free transportation,

and/or lottery-based enrollment. Siegel-Hawley Direct 835:3-837:2; PX 81 at PCC1456.

186. Defendant has never adopted a school choice program in order to achieve racial

balance in its schools. Moreover, although Defendant testified that it created an orchestral strings

program at Sadie Saulter, this Court concludes that this program was not designed in a way

which would allow students and parents to take advantage of it. Grimes Direct 744:13-745:18;

see also Siegel-Hawley Direct 835:3-837:2. This Court therefore concludes that an

extracurricular activity such a strings program is not the type of magnet programming or

curriculum essential to a meaningful magnet program.

8. Pitt County Is Not Unitary and Has Not Eliminated Vestiges of
Discrimination in Student Assignment

187. This Court finds that multiple measures of imbalance reveal “persistent and

notable” racial imbalance existed across the school district from 1968 through 2011, contrary to

the functioning of a unitary system. PX81 at PCC1455.

188. This Court finds that a “consistent and significant percentage of students in the

district have attended racially imbalanced schools” from 1968 to 2011. This finding is

inconsistent with a district which has achieved unitary status in student assignment. PX81 at

PCC1441.

189. This Court finds that Pitt County Schools is not unitary and is not in compliance

with its obligation to desegregate its schools. PX81 at PCC1456. In spite of periods of progress,

the Board has not sustained effective desegregation over time and has in fact experienced

increasing racial imbalance since 2009. PX81 at PCC1441.
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190. In addition, this Court finds that the impact of the recent 2011-12 student

reassignment implemented by Pitt County further demonstrates that “despite having a more

integrative option,” the adoption of that plan “dramatically intensified racial imbalance” in the

district. This finding reinforces the conclusion that Pitt County Schools has exacerbated current

imbalances, moving the school district further away from unitary status in student assignment.

PX81 at PCC1441; see also FOF 75-81.

191. Some of the persistently imbalanced schools in Pitt County have been racially

identifiable since before the original desegregation orders in Teel and Edwards. Chicod

Elementary was a racially identifiable white school prior to Teel and has remained imbalanced

white for twenty-five years post-merger. Belvoir Elementary was an identifiably black school

prior to the desegregation order and remained imbalanced low white enrollment for fifteen years

since. Sadie Saulter was a racially identifiable black school prior to the court order and was

imbalanced high black for thirteen years prior to its conversion. South Greenville Elementary is

another racially identifiable, high black enrollment school which remained imbalanced high

black for sixteen years. PX85A, B; DX 2 at 4-5, Tables 1 and 2. This Court finds that such

persistently imbalanced schools represent vestiges of the formerly dual system maintained by the

Greenville City and Pitt County Schools.

192. This Court finds that it is the Board’s actions in its opening, closing, and siting of

schools, drawing school attendance zones, and assigning students to schools, and not changed

demographics, that are responsible for the racial imbalances in the Pitt County school system.

See generally FOF 165-181.

193. The Court finds that the Board has not met its burden of proving that Pitt County

is unitary as to student assignment.
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C. Pitt County Is Not Unitary as to Faculty Assignment

194. The Court finds that the Board has not met its burden of proving that Pitt County

is unitary as to faculty assignment.

195. The Board presented no evidence regarding faculty assignment for years prior to

2004. See Armor Direct 94:18-19 (“There really is not any data available prior to eight years

ago.”).

196. For the period from 2004-05 to 2011-12, the Board offered Dr. Armor’s opinion

that the District met the requirements for unitary status in faculty assignment. See DX 16 at 1

(Armor Report on Teacher/Staff Assignment). Dr. Armor’s analysis separately examined the

racial balance within the District of teachers, administrators, and other staff.

1. The School District Is Imbalanced with Respect to Teacher
Assignment

197. For teacher assignment, Dr. Armor’s analysis looked at each school in each year

to determine whether its faculty was racially imbalanced in comparison to the District average.

Dr. Armor used a +/- 10% metric, comparing the percentage of black faculty at each school to

the percentage of faculty teaching at that type of school district-wide (e.g., an elementary school

would be compared to the average for elementary schools).7 See id. at 1-2. Dr. Armor concluded

that the faculty of the school was racially imbalanced if the percentage of black teachers at a

school varied by more than 10 percentage points from the relevant average. Dr. Armor conducted

this analysis for each school in each school year from 2004-2005 to 2011-2012. See id. at 2-4.

7 While Dr. Armor testified that he used a 10 percentage point threshold, see Armor Direct 95:20-96:6, it is clear
from the data in his report that he did not treat a school as out of balance unless it had at least an 11 percentage point
variance from the average. For example, Dr. Armor’s App. A shows that in 2006-2007 Farmville Central had a
10.5% point variance from the average, but Dr. Armor nonetheless treats it as “within +/- 10%” in his Table 1.
Compare DX 16 App. A with DX 16 at 3.
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198. Dr. Armor concluded that 31 of the 36 schools in Pitt County were either racially

balanced for the entire period from 2004-2005 to 2011-2012 or were racially imbalanced by no

more than one or two percentage points for no more than one or two years during the period. Id.

at 4. Dr. Armor identified five schools as imbalanced for a majority of the eight years surveyed:

Chicod, Northwest, Sadie Saulter, Wellcome Middle, and Lakeforest. Id. Dr. Armor

characterized Chicod as “marginally imbalanced” and concluded that the other four schools

“show a more significant pattern of imbalance.” Id. Dr. Armor described Lakeforest as having

opened with a “significant faculty imbalance.” Id.

199. Table 1 of Dr. Armor’s report on faculty assignment shows the schools that he

identified as out of balance. See id. at 3. Adjusting the data from that Table to apply the 10%

metric he testified was appropriate, see Armor Direct 94:25-95:8, Dr. Armor’s report identifies

as racially imbalanced with respect to faculty assignment on average 5 schools per year for the

years he examined, which on average represented 13.8% of the District’s schools:8

8 Applying the 10% metric results in two additional out-of-balance entries on Dr. Armor’s Table 1 of DX 16:
Chicod in 2008-2009 (3.4% black versus 13.8% overall for elementary schools), and Farmville Central High in
2006-2007 (25.0% black versus 14.5% overall for high schools). In addition, although Dr. Armor used the figure of
36 schools as the total for the district in his expert report, DX 16 at 4, he did not include the hospital school in his
analysis of faculty racial balance, see, e.g., DX 16 at App. A (Pitt County Hospital School had 4.5% black faculty in
2004-2005 but not labeled as identifiable), leading to a max of 35 schools in any given year from 2004-05 to 2011-
12 (as Sadie Saulter and Lakeforest were never open at the same time).

Schools Identified as Having Faculty Oustide ±10% per Armor Data (DX16 App. A)
Year 2004-2005 2005-2006 2006-2007 2007-2008 2008-2009 2009-2010 2010-2011 2011-2012

Schools Chicod Chicod Chicod Northwest Chicod Chicod Chicod Farmville HS

Farmville MS Farmville HS Falkland Sadie Saulter Falkland HB Sugg CM Eppes Lakeforest

GR Whitfield Farmville MS Farmville HS Wellcome Northwest Northwest HB Sugg Wellcome

Northwest Northwest Northwest Sadie Saulter Sadie Saulter Sadie Saulter

Wellcome Sadie Saulter Sadie Saulter Wellcome Wellcome Wellcome

Wellcome Wellcome

Total No. 5 6 6 3 5 5 5 3

No. of Schools

Examined 33 34 34 34 35 35 35 35

% Outside ±10% 15.2% 17.6% 17.6% 8.8% 14.3% 14.3% 14.3% 8.6%
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200. Dr. Armor opined that his “own personal standard” for how long a district’s

faculty should be racially balanced to “probably . . . meet the requirements of unitary status” is 5

years. Armor Direct 96:10-18. From the District’s perspective, the best five years for which data

were presented were 2007-2008 through 2011-2012, during which the District generally had 5

schools outside the +/- 10% metric.

201. This Court cannot credit Dr. Armor’s opinion. First, Dr. Armor failed to consider

the extent to which schools with racially identifiable faculties had racially identifiable student

bodies, testifying that he did not consider it “a relevant consideration.” Armor Direct 103:23-

104:4. Dr. Siegel-Hawley testified, and the Court accepts, that consideration of that relationship

can be relevant. See Siegel-Hawley Direct 839:9-19; see also Freeman v. Pitts, 503 U.S. 467,

497 (1992) (describing student and faculty assignment as factors that are often “intertwined or

synergistic”).

202. The evidence demonstrated that for the schools Dr. Armor identified as

persistently imbalanced under his metric, the racial makeup of the students was readily and

obviously identifiable by the race of the heavy majority of their faculties.

203. Chicod elementary school had a faculty that was more than 10% white than the

elementary school average in six of the eight years for which data was presented. Even by Dr.

Armor’s measure of student imbalance, the Chicod student body was racially identifiable as

white during that period. See DX 2 at 11.

204. Northwest elementary school had a faculty that was more than 10% black than the

elementary school average in six of the eight years for which data was presented. Northwest had

a low white student body for the same eight years. See PX 81 at 14.
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205. Sadie Saulter elementary school had a faculty that was more than 10% black than

the elementary school average in six of the seven years for which data was presented. Even by

Dr. Armor’s measure of student imbalance, the Sadie Saulter student body was racially

identifiable as black during this period. See DX 2 at 11.

206. Wellcome Middle had a faculty that was more than 10% black than the middle

school average in all eight of the years for which data was presented. Wellcome had a low white

student body for the same eight years. See PX 81 at 14.

207. Lakeforest had a substantially racially identifiable faculty in 2011-12, the first

year it was open and the only year for which data on Lakeforest was presented, with a 31.3%

black faculty versus the elementary school average of 12.9%. See DX 16 App. A. Lakeforest

likewise had a substantially racially identifiable student body, which was 79.9% black, as

compared to the 47.7% district average for elementary schools. See DX 2 App. A.

208. Dr. Armor also failed to justify his decision to discount imbalance at various

schools. For example, Dr. Armor discounted the imbalance in Lakeforest based on the

“extenuating circumstance” that teachers from Sadie Saulter, which was being closed, were

permitted to move to Lakeforest. See Armor Direct 97:14-20. However, Dr. Armor testified that

the imbalance at Sadie Saulter was not relevant because the school was closed. See Armor Direct

97:7-9. The Court cannot treat the imbalance at Sadie Saulter as irrelevant if the teachers were

merely transferred to a new school that was itself imbalanced.

209. In addition, the Court cannot credit the use of a +/- 10% metric to measure the full

extent of faculty imbalance. Because of the low percentage of black teachers in the system, the

use of a 10% or greater deviation threshold obscures the extent to which racial imbalance

persists. See Siegel-Hawley Direct 838:20-839:8; PX 82 at 1. For example, in 2011-12 the
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Chicod faculty was within 10 percentage points of the average, with two of 66 teachers (3.0%)

being black when the elementary school average was then 12.9%. See DX 16 App. A. There is

no question, however, that the faculty at Chicod was imbalanced. Had every elementary school

in the district had the same make-up as Chicod, the District would have had 27.5 black

elementary school teachers instead of 118.9 In fact, in 2010-11 Chicod was outside a 10% metric

by having two black teachers out of 64 total. Yet, despite deepening its imbalance by adding two

non-black teachers, Chicod fell within a 10% metric the following year thanks to an overall drop

in the percentage of black elementary school teachers from 13.7% to 12.9%.

210. The Court additionally cannot credit Dr. Armor’s +/- 10% metric approach in this

case because it would label numerous schools as fully imbalanced only if they were fully

segregated. For example, Dr. Armor testified that it was not a significant issue for a school to be

repeatedly out of balance by one percentage point, Armor Direct 96:24-97:4, and his report

characterized as “marginally imbalanced” schools that were one or two percentage points out of

balance, DX 16 at 2. However, because of the low percentage of black teachers overall,

application of Dr. Armor’s metric would create circumstances where numerous schools could

only be more than “marginally” imbalanced if they had zero black teachers.10 Dr. Armor excused

Chicod’s multiple years out of balance because having one additional black teacher would have

brought it within the 10% metric. Id. at 4. But many elementary schools would, like Chicod, be

one black teacher away from meeting a 10% metric even if they had no black teachers at all. See

9 Represents 3.0% of 915 total elementary school teachers.

10 The percentage of black elementary school teachers ranged from 12.9% to 14.6% during the period Dr. Armor
examined. See DX 16 App. A. As Dr. Armor noted, because elementary schools often have only 30 to 40 teachers,
the race of a single teacher can have a 2-3% effect on the school overall. Id. at 2. As a result, a school would only
qualify as outside an 11-12% band as a low-black school if it had less than 0.9% to 2.6% black staff. In many cases,
a single black teacher could thus bring an elementary school into “marginal” imbalance using Dr. Armor’s
methodology.
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DX 16 App. A.11 Thus, Dr. Armor’s approach could lead to “marginal” imbalances even in

situations where a school was fully-segregated white.

211. Lastly, Plaintiffs presented, and the Court accepts, the view of Dr. Genevieve

Siegel-Hawley that it is very difficult to determine whether the District has fully desegregated its

faculty without evidence from prior to 2004. See PX82 at 1.

212. Based on the lack of data prior to 2004 and the persistence of multiple schools

with racially identifiable faculties and student bodies during the period for which there is data,

the Court finds that the District is imbalanced with respect to faculty assignment, in violation of

the District’s obligations. See JX 5 at J21 (Edwards Order) (“Faculty and staff personnel will be

assigned to establish a racial ratio of faculty members in each school which approximates the

ratio of black and white teachers in the system as a whole.”); see also JX 4 at J13.

2. The School District Is Imbalanced with Respect to Administrator
Assignment

213. With respect to administrator assignment, Dr. Armor examined the races of

principals and assistant principals in the District from 2004-05 to 2011-12. Dr. Armor opined

that “Pitt County has met, or is meeting, a reasonable standard of desegregation in all but two

schools that have both a principal and one or more assistant principals.” DX16 at 1. Dr. Armor

based his opinion on an analysis of whether principals and assistant principals at a given school

were of separate races. DX 16 at 5. Dr. Armor also analyzed the extent to which a principal who

left was replaced by a principal of the same race. DX16 at 1. He concluded that “[t]his condition

might not meet unitary status requirements, depending on whether it is mitigated by the presence

of opposite race assistant principals.” Id. (emphasis added). The Board also presented testimony

11 For example, if Sam D. Bundy in 2011-12 had had zero black teachers, it would have been out of the 10% metric,
but adding only one black teacher would have brought it to 3.0%, which is within 10% of the then-average 12.9%.
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that the District took into account the race of principal and administrative principal candidates in

an effort to increase diversity. Emory Direct 474:5-17.

214. To the extent Dr. Armor was opining that the District did in fact meet unitary

status requirements for all administrators, the Court cannot credit his opinion. In addition to

noting only that principal assignments “might” meet unitary status requirements, Dr. Armor

noted that 18 of the 36 schools “operating during the past eight years did not have a change in

the principal’s race, despite having turnovers,” DX 16 at 1, but did not support or explain his

conclusion that racial imbalance in principal assignment could be “mitigated” by evidence of

balance in assistant principal assignment.

215. Dr. Armor also performed no analysis to determine the relationship between

administrator assignment and either faculty assignment or student assignment. For example, of

the five schools Dr. Armor examined specifically for having a racially identifiable faculty in the

majority of years he examined (Chicod, Lakeforest, Northwest, Sadie Saulter, Wellcome), all

had a principal of the same race for all eight years examined (except Northwest, which had a

white principal in one year). In each case, the principal was of the same race as the faculty.

Compare DX16 at 4 with DX16 App. B.12

216. In addition to Dr. Armor’s opinion, the District presented testimony that it has

employed a “Tier Program” to prepare assistant principals for principalship. Jackson Direct

306:8-19. Although the Tier Program was not necessarily designed to increase diversity, id. at

307:1-2, there was testimony that as a result of the program, six of the newly appointed

12 Dr. Armor identified Northwest, Sadie Saulter, Wellcome, and Lakeforest as having a racially identifiable black
faculty in the majority of the years he examined, and all four of those schools had a black principal in all the years
he examined, except for Northwest, which had a white principal in 2012. See DX16 App. B. Dr. Armor identified
Chicod as having a racially identifiable white faculty in the majority of the eight years he examined, and Chicod had
a white principal for all eight years he examined. See id.
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principals for the 2013-14 school year are black, id. at 308:12-21. Such action, while laudable,

comes too late and is insufficiently specific for the Court to conclude that administrator

imbalances have been remedied.

217. Based on the lack of data from prior to 2004 and the persistence of same-race

principalships in half of the District’s schools for the full eight years for which data was

presented, the Court finds that the District is imbalanced with respect to administrator

assignment.

3. The Board’s Failure of Proof as to Steps Taken to Reduce Faculty
Imbalances

218. The Board failed to present credible evidence that the few actions it has taken to

address faculty imbalances complied with its obligations under the Court’s Orders.

219. The Board presented evidence of only limited instances in which teachers were

reassigned to improve racial balance. Instead, the Board presented evidence of recent, isolated

incidents and programs intended to increase diversity at specific schools. These incidents and

programs were not sufficient to eliminate faculty racial imbalances. For many of these programs,

the Board did not present data regarding what impact these programs or incidents had on the

balance of the faculty. Where there was evidence of the impact of these programs, such impact

was limited.

220. Dr. Jackson testified as to the efforts the District has taken to improve the racial

balance of the faculty. Dr. Jackson has been the head of Human Resources for the District since

2006. Jackson Dep. 10:21-11:14. She was a Principal in the District from 2000-2006, Jackson

Dep. 10:7-22, and an Assistant Principal in the District from 1998-2000, id. at 9:25-10:6. Dr.

Jackson oversees the hiring of personnel within the District. Jackson Direct 318:13-15.
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221. The only circumstances in which the District has reassigned teachers are in

connection with school openings, closings, and reductions in enrollment. Jackson Cross 315:18-

316:5. The District has not reassigned teachers in other circumstances to increase the number of

black teachers at a school. Id. at 316:6-9. While the District has a process allowing teachers to

request transfer between schools, the District does not consider the race of teachers in granting

transfer requests. Id. at 324:2-325:3. Likewise, the District has not taken actions to encourage

black teachers to transfer to schools with very few black teachers or to encourage white teachers

to transfer to schools with very few white teachers. Id. at 316:10-317:12.13

222. While the Board presented some testimony that it had taken steps to assign faculty

to achieve racial balance in connection with school openings, no evidence was presented that the

Board did so effectively or to the limits of what is practicable.

223. Dr. Jackson testified that the District considered race in the assignment of

teachers to Lakeforest, Jackson Direct 304:2-7, and that a similar process was used in connection

with the opening of Ridgewood, id. at 304:24-305:7.

224. The Board’s expert Dr. Armor testified that Lakeforest opened with a “significant

faculty imbalance,” DX 16 at 4, having a 31.3% black faculty versus the district average of

18.9% for elementary schools, id. at App. A. Lakeforest was at the same time a racially

identifiable black school with respect to student assignment. See, e.g., DX 2 at 11. In that same

year, the District dropped from 13.7% black elementary school teachers to 12.9%, DX16 App. A,

13 Dr. Emory testified that the Board at one time used a $3,000 incentive to recruit teachers to Sadie Saulter in part
to “have a more diverse staff at Sadie Saulter.” Emory Direct 523:17-524:11. There was, however, no testimony as
to why the program was only employed at Sadie Saulter. The program was not effective in attracting white teachers
to Sadie Saulter, as the number of white teachers there decreased in every year for which data was presented. See
DX 16 App. A.
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indicating that the Board was creating a racially identifiable black elementary school at the same

time as it was losing black teachers.

225. Ridgewood opened with an 18.4% black faculty compared to the then-average for

elementary schools of 13.8%, but in so doing it pulled WH Robinson and Creekside further from

the average, moving Creekside from 9.1% black to 8.2% and WH Robinson from 14.3% black to

9.8%. See id. That year the District likewise lost black elementary school teachers, going from

14.6% to 13.8%. Id.

226. The Board presented no evidence of efforts to reassign faculty or encourage

faculty to transfer to address imbalances at other schools, including for those with substantially

racially identifiable faculties, such as Wellcome.

227. While the Board may have made some effort to improve faculty diversity in

connection with school openings, during the limited period for which there is evidence they were

unsuccessful at making any material improvement to the racial balance of the faculty. The Board

presented no evidence indicating that the District was constrained from taking further steps to

reduce faculty imbalances.

228. The Court finds that the Board has not met its burden to prove that Pitt County

took those steps practicable to assign existing faculty to reduce imbalances.

4. Evidence the Board Presented Regarding Efforts to Recruit Black
Faculty Does Not Establish that Faculty Were Recruited in a Way
that Would Address Imbalances

229. Instead of presenting evidence that the Board has taken steps to resolve

imbalances in the assignment of faculty between schools, the Board presented evidence

regarding the efforts it has taken to recruit additional black teachers to the school system. The

Board does not have any programs aimed specifically at retaining black teachers once hired.

Jackson Dep. 263:21-25.
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230. The District’s hiring process for new teachers initially involves individual

principals making a decision on whom to interview. Principals conduct interviews and make a

hiring recommendation to the District’s Human Resources office. Jackson Cross 318:18-319:10.

Human Resources reviews recommendations to determine whether the candidate is properly

licensed, whether the candidate received an unsatisfactory review within the past two years, and

whether the candidate has previously taught in Pitt County. Id. at 319:11-25. Human Resources

does not take into account the race of the teaching candidate during its review. Id. at 320:1-3.

Teacher recommendations that clear Human Resources review are passed on to the Board for

approval. Id. at 320:4-9. The Board approves teacher hiring recommendations in aggregate as a

consent item. Id. at 320:13-14. Only in limited circumstances has the Board rejected a teacher

hiring recommendation. See id. at 320:15-321:1.

231. No evidence was presented that the Board has taken into account the race of

teacher candidates in approving hiring recommendations.

232. The evidence is clear that ultimately decisions on which teachers to hire are made

by individual principals. In fact, the District leaves principals to their own initiative in hiring

black teachers:

Q Each principal sets their own goals regarding increasing the
diversity of their own faculty, don’t they?

A Somewhat, yes.
The court: What does “somewhat” mean?

The witness: It depends on what the needs of the school
are. We have had principals that have said, I want more
minority teachers in my building and if I can help them to
find some, I do if that request has been made it, and it has
been in the past.

By Mr. Buente:
Q That’s the principal taking their own initiative; isn’t that

right?
A Correct. (Jackson Cross 321:8-20).
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233. The Board presented no evidence that it has taken action to ensure that individual

principals use that initiative to recommend the hiring of black teachers. For example, Dr. Jackson

specifically discussed the faculty racial imbalance at Wellcome with the principal there – the

principal did not indicate any intent to take action to address the imbalance, and Dr. Jackson took

no action herself. Jackson Dep. 103:22-104:20. The extent to which principals hire black

teachers is not taken into account in their evaluations. Jackson Cross 321:21-322:12. When Dr.

Jackson was a principal in Pitt County, she never received any direction from the District

encouraging her to hire black teachers. Jackson Cross, 323:7-10; Jackson Dep. 266:3-14. Nor has

the District ever asked Dr. Jackson to change hiring practices to increase the diversity of the

faculty. Jackson Cross 317:19-318:2.

234. Significantly, nor did the District present evidence regarding the number of

principals that under their own initiative seek to hire more black teachers, whether such

principals are at schools with imbalanced faculties, or the extent to which such initiative may

impact their hiring decisions.

235. Dr. Emory and Dr. Jackson testified as to the specific efforts the District’s central

office has taken to recruit more black teachers. First, in recent years the Board has used “open

contracts” to recruit minority teachers. Jackson Direct 301:10-20. Open contracts are offers to

teacher candidates to come to the District that are not tied to a particular school. Id. at 301:7-9.

236. The Board did not present evidence as to the race of teachers hired on open

contracts, which schools they were recruited to, or, significantly, how many black teachers were

actually offered open contracts. The limited evidence on the volume of open contracts suggested

that it is a small program. In the 2010-11 school year, the District had 1,724 total teachers and

offered only seven open contracts. DX 16 App. A; Jackson Cross 315:9-13.
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237. Open contracts were, in any event, employed inconsistently from year to year due

to funding issues. Prior to the most recent year, the District went four years straight without

using open contracts at all. Jackson Cross 315:6-8; Jackson Redirect 325:9-15. No evidence was

presented on how much funding could practically be allocated to the program.

238. Dr. Jackson also testified regarding efforts the District has made to target black

teachers in recruiting. The District sends recruiters to Historically Black Colleges and

Universities. Jackson Direct 299:23-300:6. The District has placed ads to attract teachers of

color. Id. at 300:7-14. There was also testimony that the District uses word of mouth efforts to

attract minority teachers. Id. at 300:19-301:2, 310:11-311:2. At one time the Defendant sent

recruiters to target black high school students to interest them in teaching as part of a state

program, although that program has been discontinued due to funding concerns. Id. at 297:19-

298:20.

239. While such activities are commendable, the Board presented no specific

information on the extent of these efforts or their effects. First, the Board did not demonstrate

that these activities were aimed specifically at improving the racial balance of the faculty by

recruiting black teachers to schools that had racially identifiable white faculties. The Board

presented testimony of efforts to recruit black teachers without presenting corresponding

evidence that those efforts were aimed at eliminating the vestiges of segregation in faculty

assignment, as opposed to recruiting more black teachers to the District as a whole.

240. Second, even with respect to recruitment, the Board did not provide specific

evidence regarding the quantity or quality of what was done. For example, the Board did not

provide evidence of the number of ads placed, the number of trips taken, or any measure of the

extent to which these steps actually led to the recruitment of teachers to the District. The Court is
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left with no basis on which to judge whether the efforts the Board took were to the full extent

practicable or whether they in fact had an impact on vestiges of segregation.

241. The Board did present testimony that it had successfully recruited black teachers

in the form of testimony that the overall percentage of black teachers in the District exceeded the

statewide average. Dr. Armor testified that he was not offering an opinion as to faculty

recruitment, Armor Cross 174:14-19, but he did opine that “Pitt County is maintaining a racially

representative group of faculty with respect to the statewide faculty workforce in North

Carolina.” DX16 at 1. Dr. Armor stated that the District had a “relatively low black composition”

with respect to teachers and that the percentage of black teachers in the Pitt County Schools in

2011-2012 was 14.9%. Id. at 2. Dr. Armor described the state of North Carolina as having 13.5%

black teachers during that same time period. Id. Dr. Armor opined that those two figures

“suggest[]” that Pitt County is “maintaining a racially representative teaching force with respect

to the statewide composition of teachers.” Id.

242. The Court cannot credit this evidence. The evidence presented indicated that

racial imbalances in faculty assignment persist within the District. That the overall percentage of

black teachers in the District is slightly higher than the state average is not relevant to the Court’s

finding that the Board failed to establish that racial imbalances as to the assignment of those

black teachers that are in the district have been eliminated. In any event, the percentage of black

teachers in Pitt County is well below that of several nearby districts. See Armor Cross 177:10-

179:9 (noting several nearby counties with 18% or greater black faculty).

243. Finally, the District’s most egregiously imbalanced schools with respect to faculty

assignment are racially identifiable as black schools based on the make-up of the faculty. See
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FOF 202-207. The District presented no evidence that any hiring steps are taken to bring white

teachers to those schools and reduce the extent of the identification.

244. The Court finds that the Board has not met its burden to prove that Pitt County is

unitary as to faculty assignment.

D. Pitt County Is Not Unitary as to Extracurricular Activities

245. The Board presented no data showing the racial composition of extracurricular

activities in the Pitt County school district.

246. The Board offered the testimony of only four principals to prove that it is unitary

as to extracurricular activities. Each principal testified only as to the schools where they have

worked and did not provide information pertaining to the extracurricular activities in the 31

additional schools in Pitt County. Mary Carter Cross 342:2-14; Langley Cross 359:4-9; Kato

Direct 368:10-15, 372:20-376:5; Cole Direct 385:24-385:10.

247. Neither the Superintendent nor the Board has ever collected information on the

racial composition of extracurricular activities in the Pitt County school district. The Board has

never requested that its school principals collect and analyze such data. Mary Carter Cross

344:8-14; Langley Cross 361:4-9; Kato Cross 380:20-24; Cole Cross 388:16-22.

248. Accordingly, even if there is a written policy of equal access to extracurricular

activities, the Board offered nothing to prove that it is adhered to, enforced, and equal in practice.

249. Principal Charlie Langley acknowledged that the extracurricular activities at J.H.

Rose High School were not racially balanced. When testifying to what, if any, corrective action

was taken to integrate extracurricular activities at J.H. Rose High School, Principal Langley

testified that a student initiated a diversity initiative but that no school official ever took such

corrective action. Langley Direct 352:15-353:13.
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250. The Court finds that the Board has not met its burden to prove that Pitt County is

unitary as to extracurricular activities.

E. Pitt County Is Not Unitary as to Transportation

251. The Board provided transportation data only covering the years between 2007 and

2013 in support of its assertion that it is unitary in transportation. DX 30, 34-39.

252. The Board did not collect transportation data before 2007. Beaulieu Dep. 93:18-

94:2.

253. The Board does not collect transportation data by race. The first time the Board

undertook a review of transportation in Pitt County school district that accounts for student race

was in preparation for litigation and not due to or as part of a desegregation plan. Beaulieu Dep.

94:3-96:12.

254. The Board presented data only on the length of bus routes and not on the actual

route a bus takes from home pick-up to school drop-off. DX 30, 34-39. This makes it difficult, if

not impossible for the Court to determine whether transportation has been provided on a non-

discriminatory basis.

255. Although Defendant contends that on average, black students have shorter bus

rides than white students, this does not prove that the school system has achieved unitary status

as to transportation. Clark Direct 244:2-9. The length of time white students spend on buses is

not an indicator of non-discriminatory transportation practices. Rather, because Defendant

asserts that its persistently imbalanced white schools are “geographically isolated” the data could

support a conclusion that the school system transports white students long distances with the

effect of protecting segregated schools. See Armor Direct 70:10-25.

256. The Court finds that the Board has not met its burden to prove that Pitt County is

unitary as to transportation.
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F. Pitt County Is Not Unitary as to Student Discipline

257. This Court finds that student discipline in the Pitt County school system is applied

differently, depending on the student’s race, with black students being disproportionately

disciplined.

258. Plaintiffs testified that dress code rules are applied to students differently based on

race. For example, Caroline Sutton, a former Pitt County school district employee, testified that

she witnessed white students and black students being punished differently for the same dress

code violations: if a white student violated the dress code by wearing clothing with a logo, a

faculty member would not discipline the student and instead give the white student tape to cover

up the logo. Yet, the same treatment was not extended to black students who were instead sent to

in-school suspension. Sutton Direct 695:22-696:12; see also Hall Direct 665:3-666:15 (testifying

as to instance of dress code disparity); Grimes Direct 730:3-731:15 (same).

259. Federal and state data supports that student discipline in Pitt County is unequally

applied to students based on race.

(a) For the 2007-2008 school year, there were 7,347 short-term suspensions of

black students (79% of total short-term suspensions) compared to 1,341 short-term

suspensions of white students (14% of total short-term suspensions). There were also 108

long-term suspensions of black students (83% of total long-term suspensions) compared

to 16 long-term suspensions of white students (12% of total long-term suspensions).

During this school year, 50.67% of students enrolled in Pitt County school district were

black and 40.56% of students were white. N.C. Department of Public Instruction

discipline data available at http://www.ncpublicschools.org/research/ discipline/reports/

#consolidated, admissibility stipulated to in JPO ¶ 24(g-i).
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(b) For the 2008-2009 school year, there were 6,962 short-term suspensions of

black students (80% of total) compared to 1,176 short-term suspensions of white students

(14% of total). There were also 150 long-term suspensions of black students (88% of

total) compared to 8 long-term suspensions of white students (5% of total). During this

school year, 51.63% of students enrolled in the District were black and 39.29% were

white. Id.

(c) For the 2009-2010 school year, there were 7,201 short term suspensions of

black students (79% of total) compared to 1,238 short-term suspensions of white students

(14% of total). There were also 147 long-term suspensions of black students (85% of

total) compared to 14 long-term suspensions of white students (8% of total). During this

school year, 51.97% of the students enrolled in the district were black and 38.6% were

white. Id.

(d) For the 2010-2011 school year, there were 5,740 short-term suspensions of

black students (79% of total) compared to 1,047 short-term suspensions of white students

(14% of total). There were also 152 long-term suspensions of black students (82% of

total) compared to 22 long-term suspensions of white students (12% of total). During this

school year, 48.37% of students enrolled in the district were black and 39.08% were

white. Id.

(e) For the 2011-2012 school year, there were 6,298 short-term suspensions of

black students (79% of total) compared to 1,075 short-term suspensions of white students

(13% of total). There were also 130 long-term suspensions of black students (87% of

total) compared to 13 long-term suspensions for white students (9% of total). During this
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school year, 48.27% of students enrolled in the district were black and 38.31% were

white. Id.

260. As the state data above illustrates, from the 2007-2008 school year to the 2011-

2012 school year, the Board made no discernible improvement in the disproportionate rate of

discipline meted out to black students, and the Court so finds.

261. Further, the Court finds that the unequal discipline of black students begins in

elementary school and continues into high school. In 2009 (the only year available for Office of

Civil Rights Data on student discipline in individual schools), the disproportionate discipline

rates in individual schools were as follows:
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In-School
Suspension

Out-of-School
Suspension

School
Enrollment

Black White Black White Black White

A.G. Cox Middle 90.2% 7.3% 87% 10.9% 62.8% 30.5%

Ayden Elementary N/A N/A 69.2% 30.8% 48.4% 42.3%

Ayden Middle 61.1% 33.3% 70% 20% 46.9% 45%

Ayden-Grifton High 62.8% 27.9% 72.7% 18.2% 46.7% 44.4%

Belvoir Elementary N/A N/A 87.5% 0% 52% 9.38%

Bethel Elementary 52.9% 35.3% 66.7% 33.3% 54.1% 40.2%

Chicod N/A N/A 37.5% 50% 15.1% 75.5%

C.M. Eppes Middle 33.3% 0% 87.9% 12.1% 61.1% 32.7%

Creekside
Elementary

90.9% 9.1% 87.5% 0% 65.5% 29.4%

D.H. Conley High 45.3% 48.4% 47% 45.5% 27.2% 64.5%

Eastern Elementary 90% 10% 100% 0% 61.2% 26.4%

E.B. Aycock Middle 89.7% 10.3% 97.1% 2.9% 65.9% 30.2%

Elmhurst
Elementary

N/A N/A 100% 0% 64.4% 28.8%
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In-School
Suspension

Out-of-School
Suspension

School
Enrollment

Black White Black White Black White

Falkland Elementary 82.4% 17.6% 90% 10% 70.3% 22.7%

Farmville Central
High

69% 31% 78.5% 17.7% 57.3% 36.9%

Farmville Middle 40% 60% 61.3% 35.5% 61% 33.3%

G.R. Whitfield
Elementary

N/A N/A N/A N/A 34% 53.7%

Grifton Elementary 42.9% 35.7% 55.6% 33.3% 40.4% 41.8%

H.B. Sugg
Elementary

80% 10% 83.3% 16.7% 52.3% 39%

Hope Middle 51% 44.9% 55% 45% 27.9% 64.8%

J.H. Rose High N/A N/A 80.2% 14% 54.7% 39.3%

North Pitt High 83.8% 10% 74.3% 17.4% 65.4% 25.3%

Northwest
Elementary

75% 16.7% 91.7% 8.3% 68.6% 16.6%

Pactolus Elementary 47.7% 13.8% 67.7% 16.1% 52.9% 24.5%

Ridgewood
Elementary

83.8% 16.2% 82.4% 11.8% 60.3% 34.4%
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In-School
Suspension

Out-of-School
Suspension

School
Enrollment

Black White Black White Black White

Sam D. Bundy
Elementary

72.7% 22.7% 89.5% 10.5% 55.4% 39.1%

South Central High N/A N/A 75% 21.2% 59.3% 33.7%

S. Greenville
Elementary

N/A N/A 100% 0% 70% 22.4%

Stokes Elementary 75% 25% 66.7% 33.3% 31.6% 58.8%

Wahl Coates
Elementary

93.3% 6.7% 88.9% 11.1% 67.5% 27.7%

Wellcome Middle 75% 10% 76.9% 5.1% 63.4% 13.4%

W.H. Robinson
Elementary

83.3% 16.7% 83.3% 16.7% 49.3% 43.7%

Wintergreen
Intermediate

66.7% 33.3% 75% 25% 41.2% 50%

Wintergreen Primary 68.8% 31.3% 80% 20% 39.5% 51.9%

The above chart reflects U.S. Department of Education Office for Civil Rights (OCR) discipline

data from the 2009 Data collection (available at http://ocrdata.ed.gov/) and Pitt County student

demographic data for 1987-2006 reported by the National Center for Educational Statistics

(NCES), admissibility for both stipulated to in JPO ¶ 24(b), (k).
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262. In 2009, black students were subject to in-school suspension at a rate

disproportionate to their enrollment in 23 schools (67.6% of total schools in 2009). Additionally,

black students were subject to out-of-school suspension at a rate disproportionate to their

enrollment in 33 schools (97.1% of total schools in 2009). Id.

263. In 2009, white students were subject to discipline at a rate disproportionate to

their enrollment in only one school. Id.

264. In its February 2012 “Unitary Status Strategies and Measures,” report, the Board

identified student discipline as an area of concern that needed improvements. The report

concluded that, “[i]n a review of ten or more years of data (if available), there are significant

discrepancies by race in suspensions, students who drop out of school and graduation rates.” The

report also states, “[w]hile significant progress has been made in recent years, there are still a

higher proportion of African American students suspended, dropping out and not graduating than

the percent to total of these students in our overall enrollment population.” PX 77 at PCC1417.

265. The Board is incorrect in asserting that significant progress has been made. State

discipline data shows that the disproportionate rate of suspension for black students in Pitt

County remained the same from 2007-2008 to 2011-2012. See FOF 259-60.

266. The Court finds that Pitt County is not unitary as to student discipline.
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CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

I. CONCLUSIONS OF LAW AS TO PLAINTIFFS’ MOTION FOR INJUNCTIVE
RELIEF CONCERNING THE 2011 PLAN

A. The Fourth Circuit’s decision is controlling law of the case and directs this
Court to decide Plaintiffs’ motion first.

1. The Fourth Circuit set forth the controlling law of this case in its May 7, 2012

opinion, Everett v. Pitt County Board of Education, 678 F.3d 281 (4th Cir. 2012).

2. In Everett, the Fourth Circuit explained that a wealth of precedent requires that

the burden of proof in school desegregation cases remains on the school board and does not shift

to a plaintiff until a court officially declares the system unitary. Id. at 289.

3. The Fourth Circuit therefore held that “the evidentiary burden” is on Defendant

“to prove that the 2011-12 Assignment Plan is consistent with the controlling desegregation

orders and fulfills the School Board’s affirmative duty to eliminate the vestiges of discrimination

and move toward unitary status.” Id. at 290.

4. It is not enough for Defendant to show that the 2011-12 Plan does not move the

school district further from a unitary system. “[T]he School Board’s actual burden is to establish

that the 2011-2012 Assignment Plan moves the school district toward unitary status.” Id. at

291(emphasis in original).

5. Under the law of the case doctrine, “when a court decides upon a rule of law, that

decision should continue to govern the same issues in subsequent stages in the same case.”

Arizona v. California, 460 U.S. 605, 618 (1983).

6. The mandate rule is the specific application of the law of the case doctrine at issue

here, which provides that “once the decision of an appellate court establishes the law of the case,

it must be followed in all subsequent proceedings in the same case in the trial court or on a later

appeal unless: (1) a subsequent trial produces substantially different evidence, (2) controlling
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authority has since made a contrary decision of law applicable to the issue, or (3) the prior

decision was clearly erroneous and would work manifest injustice.” United States v. Lentz, 524

F.3d 501, 528 (4th Cir. 2008) (emphasis added).

7. The district court must construe these exceptions narrowly and may only deviate

from the mandate rule in “extraordinary circumstances.” United States v. Williams, 162 F. App’x

254, 256 (4th Cir. 2006); Magnesystems, Inc. v. Nikken, Inc., 933 F. Supp. 944, 950 (C.D. Cal.

1996). Furthermore, the court “should follow the law of the case as decided by the appellate

court unless the court is certain that one of the three [exceptions] specifically and unquestionably

applies.” Leggett v. Badger, 798 F.2d 1387, 1389 n.2 (11th Cir. 1986).

8. Even if a subsequent trial produces different evidence, “[t]o justify departure from

the mandate rule, new evidence must fall into ‘very special circumstances.’” Adkins v. Barnhart,

351 F. Supp. 2d 505, 509 (W.D. Va. 2005) (quoting United States v. Bell, 5 F.3d 64, 67 (4th Cir.

1993)). The newly introduced evidence must be both “significant” and “not earlier obtainable in

the exercise of due diligence.” Doe v. Chao, 511 F.3d 461, 467 (4th Cir. 2007) (quoting

Invention Submission Corp. v. Dudas, 413 F.3d 411, 415 (4th Cir. 2005)). Under this standard, it

is not enough to offer statements by a few witnesses that differ, “mostly in inconsequential

fashion,” from testimony proffered at the original hearing. United States v. Butler, 67 F. App’x

798, 801 (4th Cir. 2003).

9. None of the exceptions to the mandate rule apply here. Defendant has not

provided new evidence that justifies departure from the rule. Instead, Defendant relied on the

same expert reports presented in the earlier stages of the case and testimony from witnesses that

offered affidavits earlier in the case. Any evidentiary differences were inconsequential. Because

the evidence provided on remand was essentially the same as the evidence presented during the
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earlier hearing, it was clearly obtainable prior to the appeal to the Fourth Circuit. In addition,

there have been no changes in controlling law, and the Fourth Circuit’s decision was not clearly

erroneous.

10. Thus, the mandate rule applies to this case. The Court must follow the Fourth

Circuit’s decision and hold Defendant to the burden of proving that the 2011 Plan “is consistent

with the controlling desegregation orders and fulfills the School Board’s affirmative duty to

eliminate the vestiges of discrimination and move toward unitary status.” Everett, 678 F.3d at

290.

11. Defendant cannot escape its burden of proving that the 2011 Plan moves the

school district towards unitary status. In the absence of exceptional circumstances, the mandate

rule “compels compliance on remand with the dictates of a superior court and forecloses

relitigation of issues expressly or impliedly decided by the appellate court.” Bell, 5 F.3d at 66;

United States v. Aramony, 166 F.3d 655 (4th Cir. 1999). Likewise, the parties are barred from

litigating issues “decided by the district court but foregone on appeal or otherwise waived, for

example because they were not raised in the district court.” Bell, 5 F.3d at 66. When an appellate

court remands a case for further proceedings, the district court must “implement both the letter

and spirit of the . . . mandate. . . .” Id. (quoting United States v. Bell, 988 F.2d 247, 250 (1st Cir.

1993)).

12. Under the mandate rule, “a remand proceeding is not the occasion for raising new

arguments or legal theories.” Volvo Trademark Holding Aktiebolaget v. Clark Mach. Co., 510

F.3d 474, 481 (4th Cir. 2007). A district court cannot “give any other or further relief . . . or

intermeddle with [the appellate court’s mandate], further than to settle so much as has been
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remanded.” United States v. Amedeo, 487 F.3d 823, 830 (11th Cir. 2007) (quoting United States

v. Tamayo, 80 F.3d 1514, 1520 (11th Cir. 1996)).

13. The dictates of the Fourth Circuit unequivocally place the burden on the

Defendant to prove that the 2011 Plan moves the school system toward unitary status. Defendant

cannot now attempt to relitigate this issue or avoid the burden of proof by raising a new legal

theory that the school system achieved unitary status prior to 2009. Instead, Defendant must

show that the 2011 Plan moves the school system toward unitary status.

14. In addition to the express rulings, the necessary implication of the Fourth

Circuit’s mandate is that if Defendant fails to establish that the 2011-12 Plan moves it towards

unitary status, it cannot by definition be declared unitary. The Fourth Circuit explained that good

faith compliance with court orders is a “condition precedent’ to lifting the orders and achieving

unitary status. Everett, 678 F.3d at 284. The Fourth Circuit also made explicit that even if this

Court were to consider fully the issue of unitary status that would not absolve Defendant from

the burden of demonstrating that the 2011 Plan moved the school district toward it. Id. at 288.

15. Because the mandate rule applies, the Court must (1) place the burden of proof on

Defendant as to Plaintiffs’ Motion for an Injunction as to the 2011-2012 Student Assignment

Plan and Defendant’s Motion for Unitary Status; (2) address first Plaintiffs’ Motion, because if it

is granted, Defendant is not entitled to unitary status; and (3) rule that Defendant is precluded

from asserting that it attained a unitary system prior to entry of the 2009 Consent Order.

B. The 2009 Consent Order and Defendant’s judicial admissions are binding on
the Board and estop the Board from asserting it operated a unitary system
prior to 2009.

16. As an unappealed decision of this Court, the 2009 Consent Order, in addition to

the Fourth Circuit decision, is the law of the case. The law of the case doctrine applies to prior

trial court rulings in a case as well as prior appellate court rulings, see, e.g., Se. Pa. Transp. Auth.
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v. Pa. Pub. Util. Comm’n, 210 F. Supp. 2d 689, 710-11 (E.D. Pa. 2002); Trout v. Garrett, 780 F.

Supp. 1396, 1406 (D.D.C. 1991), including consent orders, see, e.g., Cnty. of Suffolk v. Stone &

Webster Eng’g Corp., 106 F.3d 1112, 1117 (2d Cir. 1997) (party’s remedy from consent decree

is to withdraw consent or timely appeal – unchallenged decree becomes law of the case).

17. The law of the case doctrine promotes the finality of the judicial process by

protecting against relitigation of settled issues. Christianson v. Colt Indus. Operating Corp., 486

U.S. 800, 816 (1988). Here, Defendant should not be permitted to relitigate the issues to which it

agreed in connection with resolving the 2009 claims and implementing the 2006-2007 student

assignment plan – specifically, that prior to 2009, the school district had not yet eliminated the

vestiges of discrimination and therefore was not unitary. See generally FOF 22-25, 29-33, 136.

18. Additionally, under the principles of collateral estoppel, the 2009 Consent Order’s

determinations estop Defendant from arguing that it operated a unitary district prior to 2009. As

the Fourth Circuit explained in Riddick v. School Board of the City of Norfolk, “[t]he principles

of collateral estoppel or issue preclusion are applicable to school desegregation cases.” 784 F.2d

521, 531 (4th Cir. 1986). Consent orders have “elements of both contracts and judicial decrees.”

Moore v. Tangipahoa Parish Sch. Bd., 2013 WL 141791, at *15 (5th Cir. Jan. 14, 2013). A

consent order’s findings of fact and conclusions of law are binding. Atlantic Nat. Trust, LLC v.

Bame, 2008 WL 154012, at *5 (D.S.C. Jan. 11, 2008); see also Everett, 678 F.3d at 290

(explaining that Defendant is bound by the 2009 Court Order’s determination that the Teel and

Edwards orders remain effective and applicable and this Court’s order that Defendant work

towards attaining unitary status). Additionally, the principles of collateral estoppel apply when a

consent order contains a court’s findings on the merits of the plaintiffs’ claims for relief. Riddick,

784 F.2d at 530.
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19. The 2009 Consent Order at issue here established that Defendant was not unitary

as of 2009 and ordered Defendant to “work toward attaining unitary status so that the court may

relinquish jurisdiction” over the present case. JX 8 at J34; see also Everett, 678 F.3d at 291 n.8.

The Order expressly contained findings and ruled on the Board’s request for relief by “grant[ing]

the School Board’s motion for judicial approval of its 2006-2007 student assignment plan,” an

Order it could have made only if the school board was not yet unitary because the 2006-2007

Assignment Plan was an expressly race-based reassignment designed to remedy vestiges of past

discrimination. See JX 8 at J34; see also DE 23 ¶ 30 (Pitt County Schools’ Amended Motion for

Plan Policy Approval) (“The Board contends that the Court’s orders and continuing jurisdiction

in Edwards and Teel, and the continuing racial isolation of certain schools in Pitt County,

permitted the Board to consider race as a factor in the 2006-2007 Assignment Plan.”).

Consequently, under the 2009 Consent Order, Defendant is bound by the determination that it

was not unitary in 2009, is required to move the school district toward unitary status, and is

estopped from asserting that it operated a unitary school system prior to 2009.

20. In addition to consent orders, judicial admissions made in pleadings and pretrial

orders are conclusively binding on the party making them. Leake v. Bank of Rockbridge, 1993

WL 171744, at *3 (W.D. Va. Apr. 23, 1993) (quoting White v. ARCO/Polymers, Inc., 720 F.2d

1391, 1396 (5th Cir.1983)). The Fourth Circuit has also found that a defendant’s admissions in a

memorandum of law are binding whether involving findings of fact or conclusions of law. See

Meyer v. Berkshire Life Ins. Co., 372 F.3d 261, 264-65 (4th Cir. 2004).

21. Defendant is therefore bound by its assertions in its July 2008 Amended Motion

for Court Approval acknowledging that vestiges of discrimination still existed in the Pitt County

School District by requesting this Court to approve future student assignment plans that “are
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designed to eliminated the vestiges of past racial segregation to the extent practicable.” PX 50 at

PCC701-702; see also PX 51 at PCC778 (admitting that racial balance is still necessary as a

remedy for vestiges of past discrimination: “[g]iven that [the Greenville Parents Association

parties] ardently oppose all race-based student assignment measures, one is hard-pressed to

imagine how the Court could fashion injunctive relief that would both improve racial balance

and satisfy [them].”) (emphasis added); FOF 23-25.

22. Defendant is also bound by its statements in the April 23, 2009 Motion and

Supporting Memorandum for Entry of Consent Order acknowledging that it was not yet unitary

as of 2009 and still had further work to do to achieve unitary status. See PX 52 at PCC784

(“While the Proposed Consent Order would not dispose of the unitary status issue once and for

all, it would acknowledge the parties’ pledge to work together to assist PCS in achieving unitary

status”.); id. at PCC791 ¶ 13 (“All parties to Everett v. Board believe that unitary status for PCS

is a salutary goal and pledge to work together to achieve that goal.”); FOF 30.

23. Defendant is further bound by its statements in 2009 that a party seeking unitary

status for the Pitt County School District would bear a heavy burden, specifically as to the factor

of student assignment. See id. (“Even if [the Greenville Parents Association parties] wished to

move forward, the student assignment and academic performance data cited by counsel for

Plaintiffs in their filing of July 7, 2008, suggest that their burden would be a heavy one.”); FOF

31.

24. Accordingly, because the Defendant is bound by its multiple statements that as of

2009 it still did not operate a unitary system, specifically as to student assignment, the pertinent

time period for determining whether the Defendant has “moved towards unitary status” is from
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2009 to the present. Due to the consent order and Defendant’s judicial admissions, Defendant is

estopped from asserting anything to the contrary.

C. Defendant has not satisfied its burden to prove that the 2011 Plan moved it
toward unitary status.

25. The mandate rule and binding school desegregation precedent require Defendant

to prove that the 2011 Plan moved the school district toward unitary status. Defendant is unable

to satisfy this burden because, as this Court has found, despite having a less segregative

alternative, the 2011 Plan exacerbated existing racial imbalance in the school district, caused

new racial imbalance to occur, and opened a new elementary school as the most racially

imbalanced black school in the district. FOF 57-67, 74-75, 76-81.

26. The Supreme Court has charged school districts under court order with “the

affirmative duty to take whatever steps might be necessary to convert to a unitary system in

which racial discrimination would be eliminated root and branch.” Green v. Cnty. Sch. Bd. of

New Kent Cnty., 391 U.S. 430, 437-38 (1968). Defendant’s affirmative duty bars it from

“tak[ing] any action that would impede the process of converting to a unitary system.” Riddick,

784 F.2d at 534-35.

27. Additionally, a school system that remains subject to school desegregation orders,

such as Defendant, operates under a presumption that any current racial disparities are the result

of past unconstitutional conduct. Swann v. Charlotte-Mecklenburg Bd. of Educ., 402 U.S. 1, 26

(1971); Everett, 678 F.3d at 284.

28. Good faith compliance with a court decree is also a requirement for school

districts that have practiced de jure segregation and is a necessary predicate to securing a unitary

status declaration. Freeman v. Pitts, 503 U.S. 467, 491, 499 (1992) (reversing and remanding for
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district court’s failure to consider whether the “district has an affirmative commitment to comply

in good faith with the entirety of a desegregation plan”).

29. The Fourth Circuit in Everett relied on this binding precedent in holding that

Defendant has the burden of proving that the 2011-12 Plan moves the school district toward

unitary status. Everett, 678 F. 3d at 290.

1. The 2011 Plan increased racial imbalance in Pitt County schools.

30. The 2011-12 Plan does not move the school district toward unitary status because

it increased the number of elementary and middle schools that were racially imbalanced from

28% of the schools to 40% of the schools. It increased the number of black students attending out

of balance schools from 871 to 2,206. It increased the number of white students attending

imbalanced low black schools from 1,870 to 2,369. PX 80 at 4; FOF 75.

31. It also had a limited impact area that both failed to address existing racially

imbalanced white schools and caused new schools to become racially imbalanced white. FOF 53,

75, 76-80.

32. Racial imbalance increased under every measure of imbalance put forth at trial.

Whether a 15% variance is used, a 20% variance is used, or a requirement that no school enrolls

more than 70% of one racial group, the number of racially imbalanced schools increased after the

2011-12 assignment plan. PX 80 at 4-5; FOF 75, 76-81, 83.

33. Defendant was aware that the 2011-12 Plan would cause increased racial

identifiablity in its schools. FOF 35-37, 57-67, 80; see Columbus Bd. of Educ. v. Penich, 443

U.S. 449, 466 (1979) (stating that “adherence to a particular policy or practice with full

knowledge of the predictable effects of such adherence upon racial imbalance in a school

system” is a factor in determining segregative intent).
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2. The 2011 Plan opened a new elementary school as severely racially
imbalanced in violation of this Court’s Orders and controlling
precedent.

34. The 2011 Plan also opened Lakeforest Elementary School as a severely racially

imbalanced school, which not only violated Defendant’s 2009 court order by failing to move the

district toward unitary status, it also violated the 1968 and 1970 Teel orders and failed to comply

with controlling Supreme Court precedent. FOF 2, 5, 35, 67, 75, 149-160; Ex. 85A, B.

35. The 1968 Teel Order requires that “Defendant, to the extent consistent with the

proper operation of the school system as a whole, shall locate any new school and substantially

expand any existing schools with the objective of eradicating the vestiges of the dual systems

and of eliminating the effects of segregation.” JX 1 ¶ 16. Similarly, the 1970 Teel Order requires

that “to the extent consistent with the proper administration and operation of the school system,

the defendant shall locate any new school or addition with the objective of eradicating the

vestiges of the dual school system and of eliminating the effects of segregation.” JX 2 J10-11.

36. Additionally, the Supreme Court has held that “it is the responsibility of local

authorities and district courts to see to it that future school construction and abandonment are not

used and do not serve to perpetuate or re-establish the dual system.” Swann, 402 U.S. at 20.

37. Further, the Fourth Circuit requires that school districts must, to the extent

practicable, continually endeavor to site schools in order to foster integration. Belk v. Charlotte-

Mecklenburg Board of Education, 269 F.3d 305, 324 (4th Cir. 2001). In deciding whether a

school district meets its burden to establish that its school siting fosters integration the Fourth

Circuit considers whether new schools are built in areas equally accessible to black students and

white students and whether the school district has a policy that expressly considers both the

surrounding racial demographics of a new school and the racial demographics of the school

district as a whole. Id. at 324-25.
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38. Defendant argues that it complied with its court orders in opening Lakeforest

because it used a race-neutral decision process that accounts mainly for population growth. But

asserting that schools are sited in a race-neutral manner, mainly in reaction to population growth,

is insufficient to prove that it is impracticable to site schools in a manner that fosters integration.

This assertion is also insufficient to prove that accounting for racial demographics is inconsistent

with “the proper administration and operation of the school system.” Defendant cannot prove

whether it was impractical to site a new elementary school so that it both accounted for growth

and fostered integration because Defendant has never taken into account the racial demographics

of the school district as a whole or of the surrounding area of proposed sites for new schools. See

FOF 50, 149-160.

39. By failing to make any attempt at all to foster integration when constructing

Lakeforest, and indeed instead perpetuating a dual system, Defendant has failed to carry its

burden to move the district toward unitary status. See Swann, 402 U.S. at 21 (barring school

districts under court order from constructing new schools that perpetuate racial imbalance);

Riddick, 784 F.2d at 534-35 (explaining that Defendant’s affirmative duty bars it from “tak[ing]

any action that would impede the process of converting to a unitary system”).

3. Defendant rejected a less segregative alternative in favor of the 2011
Plan.

40. “[T]he availability to the [school] board of other more promising courses of action

may indicate a lack of good faith; and at the least it places a heavy burden upon the [school]

board to explain its preference for an apparently less effective method.” Everett, 678 F.3d at 290

(quoting Green v. Cnty. Sch. Bd., 391 U.S. 430 (1968)).

41. Defendant had three scenarios (the Final, Proximity, and Proficiency scenarios)

developed by its consultant OREd when it chose the 2011 Plan. Despite the existence of a plan
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that, although not ideal, would at least cause fewer imbalances, Defendant chose the most

segregative plan. In the Proximity scenario, nine schools were slated to be racially imbalanced

impacting 5,880 students. In the Proficiency scenario, four schools were slated to be imbalanced,

impacting 2,513 students. In the Final scenario, which was chosen as the 2011-12 Plan, twelve

schools were racially imbalanced, impacting 6,080 students. Fully 37.1% of all elementary and

middle school students would attend a racially imbalanced school under the final scenario. FOF

57-62, 76-81.

42. Defendant attempts to dismiss the existence of a practicable alternative by arguing

that by pointing to a feasible alternative plan, Plaintiffs are impermissibly requesting this Court

to apply a “maximum extent practicable” standard. See Manning v. Sch. Bd. of Hillsborough, 244

F.3d 927, 939 (11th Cir. 2001). Defendant asserts that it was not required to choose the best or

most racially integrative plan. Defendant, however, mischaracterizes Plaintiffs’ argument. The

Proficiency plan was not the “best” plan Defendant could have developed if it was truly serious

about moving towards unitary status. It was merely the least bad of the three plans Defendant

had before it at that time. See FOF 53-56. Furthermore, this Court rejects Defendant’s argument

because the Board did not develop any plan that either took the entire school district into account

or used race as an input. Id.

43. Because Defendant had an alternative plan from which to choose that would have

resulted in half as many schools being imbalanced, this Court concludes that Defendant bears a

heavy burden to prove that it has complied with this Court’s Orders in connection with the 2011

Plan and has moved towards unitary status.

4. Defendant had no legitimate reason for choosing the 2011 Plan.

44. Defendant’s reasons for choosing the 2011 Plan instead of a less segregative

alternative were illegitimate. Dr. Beverly Emory, the former superintendent, testified that the
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school district chose the 2011-12 Plan over the Proficiency plan because of the District’s

experiences following the 2005 reassignment. Specifically, Defendant feared that white parents

would not send their children to predominantly black schools even if assigned to them. FOF 64.

45. Fear of white flight, however, is an illegitimate and impermissible reason for

failing to move the school district toward unitary status. In United States v. Scotland Neck City

Board of Education, the Supreme Court explained that while “white flight” may be “cause for

deep concern to the respondents, it cannot, as the Court of Appeals recognized, be accepted as a

reason for achieving anything less than complete uprooting of the dual public school system.”

407 U.S. 484, 491 (1972).

46. Similarly, the Fourth Circuit has explained that although fear of white flight may

be a proper consideration for a school district not under court order developing a voluntary plan

to improve racial balance, it is never a proper consideration for a school district still under court

order. Riddick, 784 F.2d at 528-29. Defendant’s fear of white flight is therefore not a legitimate

reason for failing to adopt the proficiency scenario and does not fulfill Defendant’s heavy

burden.

47. Defendant is also unable to argue that demographic changes in Pitt County made

the 2011-12 Plan a legitimate choice. Defendant’s experts did not analyze the three scenarios,

and this Court has already found that the scant opinions offered post-2010 were neither credible

nor reliable. See FOF 81, 82-92. This Court concludes that the Board’s action in formulating and

implementing the 2011 Plan and in rejecting less segregative alternatives, and not demographics,

increased the racial imbalances and failed to move the district toward unitary status.
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48. For these reasons, the Court also rejects Defendant’s reliance on Freeman v. Pitts

and Lockett v. Board of Education, as inapposite. In addition, for the following reasons, the facts

of those cases render them distinguishable.

49. In Freeman, Dekalb County experienced what the Supreme Court described as

“striking,” “massive,” demographic shifts and “rapid racial transformation.” 503 U.S. at 478,

496. Specifically, “[t]he school system that the District Court ordered desegregated in 1969 had

5.6% black students; by 1986 the percentage of black students was 47%.” Id. at 475.

Additionally, after the court order was issued there was an almost complete reversal in the racial

makeup of the southern and northern parts of the county. Id. at 476.

50. In Lockett, the Muscogee County School District noted that there was a 24%

increase in black students and a 24% decrease in white students over the life of the court order.

Brief of Defendants at 8, Lockett v. Bd. of Educ. of Muscogee Cnty. Sch. Dist., 111 F.3d 839

(11th Cir. 1997) (No. 94-9355), 1995 WL 17110627. The Eleventh Circuit characterized these

patterns as “dramatic demographic changes.” Lockett v. Bd. of Educ. of Muscogee Cnty. Sch.

Dist., 111 F.3d 839, 843 (11th Cir. 1997). The court also found “racially polarized residential

areas” as a cause of imbalanced schools. Id. at 841, 843.

51. In comparison, the county-wide growth for black and white populations has been

stable in Pitt County. PX 83 at PCC1478; FOF 177-181. Additionally, unlike Dekalb County and

Muskogee County, the racial makeup of the school age population in Pitt County has also

remained relatively stable. In 1960, 47% of the school age population was white and 53% was

black. In 2010, 44% of the school age population was white and 43% was black. PX 83 at

PCC1482; see FOF 177-181. Accordingly, there has been no “rapid racial transformation” in Pitt

County that makes it impracticable to balance its school system.
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52. Defendant also cannot prove that residential segregation is a substantial cause of

current imbalance. Black neighborhoods in Pitt County are not concentrated in one region and

are located throughout Pitt County, which lends the District to having racially balanced schools.

PX 83 at PCC1496; see FOF 177-181.

5. Conclusion as to Plaintiffs’ Motion and Remedy

53. This Court therefore concludes that Defendant failed to show that the 2011 Plan

moved Pitt County toward unitary status.

54. Although not necessary to resolution of Plaintiffs’ Motion, this Court concludes

that the 2011 Plan moved Pitt County further away from unitary status in student assignment.

55. This Court further concludes that an injunction against the 2011-12 Plan is the

appropriate remedy in this case and fulfills this Court’s role as required by the Supreme Court.

See Green, 391 U.S. at 439 (“The obligation of the district courts, as it always has been, is to

assess the effectiveness of a proposed plan in achieving desegregation.”). In a school

desegregation case where the district remains under court order, the constitutional violation has

been established, and it is incumbent upon the district courts to exercise their equitable powers to

ensure that the violation has been remedied. Swann, 402 U.S. at 15-16; see also Raney v. Bd. of

Educ., 391 U.S. 443, 449 (1968) (explaining that the court’s role is to supervise implementation

of the student attendance plan in a pre-unitary school system).

56. As the Supreme Court explained in Swann, “[i]f school authorities fail in their

affirmative obligations under these holdings, judicial authority may be invoked. Once a right and

a violation have been shown, the scope of a district court’s equitable powers to remedy past

wrongs is broad, for breadth and flexibility are inherent in equitable remedies.” 402 U.S. at 15-

16. Here, Plaintiff properly invokes this Court’s jurisdiction to enforce and ensure compliance

with Defendant’s existing court orders.
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57. Additionally, the Fourth Circuit was explicit that, regardless of a school

desegregation case’s procedural posture and the form of relief sought, the burden remains on the

defendant: “irrespective of whether the injunctive relief sought is characterized as preliminary or

permanent, our precedents clearly establish that pre-unitary school districts bear the evidentiary

burden.” Everett, 678 F.3d at 290 n.7. Thus, “the pre-unitary status of [Defendant] – a status

initially determined by Teel and Edwards and recognized by the 2009 Consent Order – is

determinative of the placement of the evidentiary burden on the School Board, irrespective of

procedural posture.” Id. at 291 n.8.

58. Because Defendant has failed to carry its burden in proving that the 2011-12 Plan

moved the school district toward unitary status, and also acknowledging that the 2013-14 school

year has begun, the Court orders the following relief:

(a) The 2011 Plan is declared to be invalid under the 2009 Consent Decree.

(b) The Board is directed to formulate a new student assignment plan for

implementation for the 2014-15 school year that decreases the amount of racial

segregation in terms of both the number of schools that are racially imbalanced and the

number of students (both white and black) who are attending racially imbalanced schools.

(c) For purposes of formulating the new plan, the Board shall use the metric

of +/-15% deviation from the district wide percentages of white and black enrolled

students.

(d) In formulating the plan, the Board shall invite Plaintiffs to participate

meaningfully in discussions leading up to the Board’s ultimate adoption of a plan.

(e) In formulating the plan, as the Board remains under court supervision to

desegregate, the Board may consider race as a factor in student assignment.
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(f) The new plan shall be submitted to this Court, upon notice to Plaintiffs,

within 90 days of the date of the Court’s Order.

59. This Court further concludes that, because Defendant failed to show that the 2011

Plan moved it toward unitary status, it cannot by definition be granted unitary status. It is

logically and factually impossible for a school district that has failed to move toward unitary

status to be unitary.

60. Additionally, this Court concludes that a district in breach of its court decrees and

in violation of its affirmative duty cannot be granted a declaration of unitary status. See Everett,

678 F.3d at 284 (listing compliance with court orders as a “condition precedent” to having the

orders lifted); Fisher v. Tucson Unified Sch. Dist., 652 F.3d 1131, 1143 (9th Cir. 2011) (“Only

once a school district has ‘shown that [it] has attained the requisite degree of compliance’ may a

court craft ‘an orderly means for withdrawing from control.’”) (quoting Freeman, 503 U.S. at

490).

61. Accordingly, this Court will issue an Order denying Defendant’s Motion for

Unitary Status.

II. CONCLUSIONS OF LAW AS TO DEFENDANT’S MOTION FOR UNITARY
STATUS

A. Granting Plaintiffs’ Motion Means Defendant’s Motion Must Be Denied.

62. As stated above, because this Court has concluded that Plaintiffs’ Motion should

be granted, it follows that Defendant’s Motion for Unitary Status must be denied. In order to

complete the record, however, this Court will address the substance of Defendant’s Motion

independently of the effect of the decision on Plaintiffs’ Motion.
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B. Defendant has an affirmative duty to eradicate the vestiges of de jure
segregation.

63. In Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka, the Supreme Court held that

segregated public education violates the Fourteenth Amendment of the Constitution by denying

equal protection of the law to African American students. 347 U.S. 483, 495 (1954).

Acknowledging the educational benefits of an integrated school system and the harm resulting

from stigmatizing a race, the Court thus struck down the “separate but equal doctrine,” and

explained that separate is “inherently unequal.” Id. at 495-96.

64. The Court required school districts that practiced de jure segregation to develop

realistic and immediate desegregation plans and for district courts to retain jurisdiction until it is

clear that districts have converted to a “system without a ‘white’ school and a ‘Negro’ school,

but just schools.” Green, 391 U.S. at 438, 441.

65. School districts placed under court order were charged not only with eliminating

intentional segregation but also with remedying the “continuing effects of past school

segregation.” Swann, 402 U.S. at 28. The Court therefore charged school districts with “the

affirmative duty to take whatever steps might be necessary to convert to a unitary system in

which racial discrimination would be eliminated root and branch.” Green, 391 U.S. at 437-38.

66. Accordingly, school authorities that have operated dual school systems, such as

Defendant, have an affirmative duty to remedy the effects of their unconstitutional practices.

This affirmative duty lasts until the school system is declared unitary. Id.

67. In carrying out its affirmative duty, it is not enough for Defendant to simply adopt

race-neutral policies or plans if those plans “fail to counteract the continuing effects of past

school segregation.” Swann, 402 U.S. at 28; see also Riddick, 784 F.2d at 534 (“The board

cannot satisfy its duty by merely abandoning its prior discriminatory purpose.”).
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68. Most important, Defendant’s affirmative duty bars it from “tak[ing] any action

that would impede the process of converting to a unitary system.” Riddick, 784 F.2d at 534-35.

Defendant is required to prove that its actions are consistent with its continuing affirmative duty.

Everett, 678 F.3d at 289.

69. Defendant violated its affirmative duty by adopting the 2011 Plan because the

plan resulted in an increase in imbalanced schools, including a new elementary school, by any

measurement of racial imbalance. The 2011 Plan also failed to address existing imbalances

within the school district. PX 80 at PCC1435-36; see FOF 57-67, 74-75, 76-81.

C. Current racial disparities are presumed to be the result of past intentional
segregation.

70. A school system that remains subject to school desegregation orders operates

under a presumption that any current racial disparities in any of the Green factors are the result

of past unconstitutional conduct. Everett, 678 F.3d at 284. The Fourth Circuit, in Everett,

explained:

It is well established that once a court has found an unlawful dual

school system, the plaintiffs are entitled to the presumption that

current disparities are causally related to prior segregation, and the

burden of proving otherwise rests on the defendants.

678 F.3d at 289 (quoting Sch. Bd. v. Baliles, 829 F.2d 1308, 1311 (4th Cir. 1987)).

71. Due to the presumption, Plaintiffs are not required to prove intentional

discrimination. Keyes v. Sch. Dist. No. 1, 413 U.S. 189, 209 (1973); see Swann, 402 U.S. at 26

(explaining that the presumption is warranted to ensure that school districts comply with their

constitutional duty). Instead, the current racial imbalances in the school district are presumed to

be vestiges of the de jure era until the district is officially declared unitary. Everett, 678 F.3d at

289.
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D. Under the presumption, Defendant has the burden of proving that current
racial disparities are not traceable to the de jure era and that it has acted and
will continue to act in good faith.

72. The Defendant has the burden to rebut the presumption that current disparities are

not traceable to the de jure era and are “genuinely nondiscriminatory.” Swann, 402 U.S. at 26;

Freeman v. Pitts, 503 U.S. 467, 491 (1992). As the Supreme Court explained:

[I]t must be acknowledged that the potential for discrimination and

racial hostility is still present in our country, and its manifestations

may emerge in new and subtle forms after the effects of de jure

segregation have been eliminated. It is the duty of the State and its

subdivisions to ensure that such forces do not shape or control the

policies of its school systems. Where control lies, so too does

responsibility.

Freeman, 503 U.S. at 490. Defendant must therefore prove that current racial imbalances are the

result of external factors outside of the school board’s control.

73. Although Defendant’s burden does not bar it from developing new desegregation

plans or modifying existing ones, it must prove that the changes are consistent with its

continuing duty to eradicate discrimination. Everett, 678 F.3d at 289.

74. Defendant must also prove a “good faith commitment to the whole of the court’s

decree and to those provisions of the law and the Constitution that were the predicate for judicial

intervention in the first instance.” Freeman, 503 U.S. at 491.

75. Defendant’s burden extends to establishing for the entire district, and not just for

clusters of the district, that current imbalances are not vestiges of past discrimination and that it

has acted and will continue to act in good faith. The Supreme Court has explained that “there is

high probability that where school authorities have effectuated an intentionally segregative

policy in a meaningful portion of the school system, similar impermissible considerations have

motivated their actions in other areas of the system.” Keyes, 413 U.S. at 208. This presumption
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that imbalances are the result of past intentional discrimination extends to the entire district if a

district has practiced intentional discrimination. Id.; see also Freeman, 503 U.S. at 475

(explaining that in measuring imbalance the district court must use as a comparator the

“proportions of the races in the district as a whole”).

76. Defendant cannot attempt to carve out any portions of the district as being

balanced in terms of the various Green and ancillary factors while acknowledging that

imbalances exist in other portions. Moreover, it cannot carry its burden on good faith if it has not

shown to this Court and the community that it has and will continue to act in good faith with

regard to the entire school district. To do so would defy “common sense,” which dictates that any

action a school board takes in respect to particular schools “have an impact beyond [those]

schools.” Keyes, 413 U.S. at 203.

77. Additionally, Defendant’s obligations and burdens as a school district under court

order are not altered by the fact that it is a merged district. The requirements and burdens

discussed above are as equally applicable to a district that has undertaken a merger following the

issuance of desegregation orders as to a non-merged school district. United States v. Alamance-

Burlington Bd. of Educ., 640 F. Supp. 2d 670, 674-76 (M.D.N.C. 2009); Hoots v. Pennsylvania,

118 F. Supp. 2d 577, 583-84 (W.D. Pa. 2000).

78. The North Carolina state law effectuating the merger in Pitt County reflects this

legal standard, providing:

Any obligations and liabilities of the existing Pitt County and

Greenville City Boards of Education shall become the obligations

and liabilities of the consolidated Pitt County Board of Education

at the time of merger, and those obligations and liabilities may be

enforced against that Board to the same extent they might be

enforced against the existing boards had they continued to exist.
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JX 7 at J28 (N.C. Sess. L. 1985-796). Accordingly, because Defendant failed to secure a unitary

status declaration prior to merger it cannot now attempt to escape its burdens by arguing that it

was unitary pre-merger.

E. Defendant has not proved that it has eliminated the vestiges of de jure
segregation to the extent practicable.

79. To be declared unitary, Defendant must prove that it has carried out its affirmative

duty by eliminating the vestiges of past discrimination to the extent practicable. Bd. of Educ. v.

Dowell, 498 U.S. 237, 250 (1991). The Court must presume that current imbalances are vestiges

and require Defendant to prove otherwise.

80. Although student assignment is the most “crucial” factor that a court should

consider in determining “whether the vestiges of de jure segregation ha[ve] been eliminated as

far as practicable, the District Court should look not only at student assignments, but ‘to every

facet of school operations -- faculty, staff, transportation, extracurricular activities and

facilities.’” Dowell, 498 at 250 (quoting Green, 391 U.S. at 435). These factors are referred to as

the Green factors.

81. Courts are not limited to the six Green factors in determining whether a school

system is unitary. Indeed the “Green factors need not be a rigid framework,” and it is appropriate

for a court to “inquire whether other elements ought to be identified, and to determine whether

minority students [are] being disadvantaged in ways that require[ ] the formulation of new and

further remedies.” Freeman, 503 U.S. at 492. The Fourth Circuit has considered school

discipline as an appropriate ancillary factor for consideration. Belk, 269 F.3d at 330-31, 332;

United States v. Alamance-Burlington, 640 F.Supp.2d at 681. Additionally, Defendant raised

student discipline as an area that the school district needed to address to attain unitary status in
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the report it developed after this Court ordered it to work towards obtaining unitary status. See

PX 77 (student services section on suspensions, dropout rate, and graduation rate); FOF 264.

82. A court is not required to find that a school district is unitary in all of the Green

factors to grant a unitary status declaration. A court has the discretion to order a partial

withdrawal of its jurisdiction with respect to any Green factors that no longer have vestiges of

discrimination. Freeman, 503 U.S. at 489. To do so, the same burdens and requirements for a full

declaration of unitary status apply, with the following factors informing the courts’ decision:

1) “whether there has been full and satisfactory compliance with the decree in those aspects of

the system where supervision is to be withdrawn”; 2) “whether retention of judicial control is

necessary or practicable to achieve compliance with the decree in other facets of the school

system;” and 3) “whether the school district has demonstrated, to the public and to the parents

and students of the once disfavored race, its good-faith commitment to the whole of the court’s

decree and to those provisions of the land and the Constitution that were the predicate for judicial

intervention in the first instance.” Id. at 491.

83. Additionally, before ordering a partial declaration of unitary status in one or more

Green factors, a court must consider the relationship between factors and determine whether

releasing the school district from judicial supervision in one factor will inhibit the school

district’s ability to remedy vestiges in another. Id. at 497. The Supreme Court has singled out

student assignment and faculty assignment as Green factors that may be especially

interdependent. See id. (“We have observed, for example, that student segregation and faculty

segregation are often related problems.”). Thus, even if this Court seeks to declare one facet of

the school system unitary it can only do so if such a declaration will not harm the District’s

ability to balance its other aspects.
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84. For the following reasons, and based on the Findings of Fact, this Court concludes

that Defendant has not eliminated the vestiges of segregation in the majority of Green factors.

Nor is it unitary in student achievement and student discipline. Defendant has been unable to

rebut the presumption that current disparities are not vestiges of the de jure era. Current racial

imbalance within the Pitt County School District is not caused by external factors outside of the

Board’s control.

1. Student Assignment

85. Student assignment is the most critical Green factor because the separation of

schools on the basis of the race of the students was the “essence” of segregated school systems.

Belk, 268 F.3d at 319. Therefore schools comprised of all or predominantly one race require

“close scrutiny.” Swann, 402 U.S. at 26.

86. Courts commonly measure whether a school is imbalanced by using a plus/minus

fifteen percent (“15%”) variance from the district-wide ratio of black and white students. Id. In

Belk, the Fourth Circuit found that a 15% variance was proper because it is a commonly used

variance for school districts with desegregation plans where racial imbalance is measured by

numerical standards and because it was the only variance ever approved by the district court

throughout the Swann litigation. Id. Indeed, variances lower than 15% have been used by federal

courts. See Liddell v. Bd. of Educ., 988 F.2d 844, 849 (8th Cir. 1993) (5% variance); United

States v. Unified Sch. Dist. No. 500, Kansas City, 974 F. Supp. 1367, 1374 (D. Kan. 1997) (10%

variance).

87. Here, this Court concludes that 15%, as opposed to 20%, is the appropriate

variance for the same reasons it was appropriate in Belk. The only variance ever set by the

district court throughout the Edwards and Teel litigation was a two to one ratio of black students

to white students in the July 31, 1970 Edwards Order. See JX 5 at J21; see also FOF 71.
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Choosing one of the highest variances by applying 20% is therefore inconsistent with the

controlling court orders in this case. FOF 71.

88. Although the Fourth Circuit acknowledged in Belk that the Eleventh Circuit used

a 20% variance in Manning v. Hillsborough County School Board, the court only used 20%

because both parties had stipulated to its use. 244 F.3d at 935. The Eleventh Circuit explained,

“[s]ince the parties agree on what constitutes a racially identifiable school, we shall accept their

definition for purposes of this case and this case only. We pass no judgment on the correctness of

this definition.” Id. at 935, n.15. The Manning court’s use of 20% is thus inapposite to the

present case.

89. In addition to measuring imbalance in student assignment by the number of

schools outside a percentage variance, the Supreme Court, similar to Plaintiffs’ experts, has also

looked at the number of students, both black and white, that attend imbalanced schools. See

Freeman, 503 U.S. at 476. This Court concludes that Plaintiffs’ expert’s methodology is

consistent with the applicable law.

a. Current Imbalances exist in the Pitt County School District

90. The starting point for any unitary status case is determining whether current

imbalances exist in the school district. Freeman, 503 U.S. at 474.

91. Current imbalances in student assignment exist in the Pitt County School District

using any measure of imbalance. Using a 15% variance measure, there are currently eighteen

schools out of balance. This is over half of the schools in the district. FOF 104-108.

92. Even if a 20% variance is used, nearly a third (29%) of the schools in the district

are imbalanced. See PX 85A, B. Moreover, during the 2011-12 school year 9,148 students

attended a racially imbalanced school, which is nearly 40% of the total student body. PX 81 at

PC1440.
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b. Defendant cannot circumvent its burden by asserting that the
Greenville school district and Pitt County school district
should have been declared unitary prior to merger.

93. Defendant argues that it should be declared unitary now in the area of student

assignment because both Greenville school district and Pitt County school district could have

been declared unitary at some point prior to the merger. This Court finds that argument fails as a

matter of law and because it has no factual support.

94. Merely implementing the specific measures required by a desegregation order is

not enough by itself to achieve unitary status. Belk, 269 F.3d at 334; Riddick, 784 F.2d at 533

(noting that “the mere implementation of a desegregation plan does not convert a dual system

into a unitary one”); Vaughns v. Bd. of Educ., 758 F.2d 983, 989 (4th Cir. 1985) (holding that

“implementation of the court-ordered plan alone could not relieve the Board of all future

responsibility to bring about a unitary system”); Lee v. Etowah Cnty. Bd. of Educ., 963 F.2d

1416, 1422 (11th Cir. 1992) (“A previously segregated school system does not become

desegregated so as to achieve unitary status and be relieved of court supervision simply by

implementing a desegregation plan.”); United States v. West Carroll Parish Sch. Dist., 477

F. Supp. 2d 759, 763–64 (W.D. La. 2007) (holding that the mere fact that the defendant had

“technically” implemented its 1969 desegregation order is not sufficient to discharge its

desegregation duties).

95. In Belk, the Fourth Circuit explained that “a decree entered in the 1960s or 1970s

could have underestimated the extent of the remedy required,” 269 F.3d at 334, and the district

court in the same case explained that “the beginning stages of desegregation involve[] a very

high level of artificial school integration.” Capacchione v. Charlotte-Mecklenburg Bd. of Ed., 57

F. Supp. 2d 228, 250 (W.D.N.C. 1999).
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96. Similarly, the Fifth Circuit stated: “A school system is not, of course,

automatically desegregated when a constitutionally acceptable plan is adopted and implemented,

for the remnants of discrimination are not readily eradicated. Public school officials have a

continuing duty to eliminate the system-wide effects of earlier discrimination and to create a

unitary school system untainted by the past.” Ross v. Houston Indep. Sch. Dist., 699 F.2d 218,

225 (5th Cir. 1983) (citations omitted).

97. Therefore, this Court concludes that to the extent Defendant complied with the

original desegregation orders in this case, such compliance alone is insufficient to support a

declaration of unitary status as a matter of law.

98. This Court also concludes that Defendant has failed to meet its burden that it was

unitary in student assignment prior to the merger because of insufficient data. Defendant is

missing Greenville student enrollment data for eight years prior to the merger. Since the merger

occurred fifteen years after Greenville’s desegregation plan was approved in 1970, Defendant is

missing data on over half of the time it asserts the Greenville school district was operating

balanced schools. DX 2 App. A; FOF 114. Defendant is also missing seven years of student

enrollment data for Pitt County school district prior to the merger. DX 2 App. A; FOF 115.

99. This Court also concludes that it is improper for a Defendant, which has the

burden of proof, to press upon the Court a theory founded on a factual situation that is 30 to 40

years old, when data are missing and witnesses are not available. In this regard, the Court notes

that Defendant failed to produce a single witness to testify to the situation in the school districts

prior to the 1990’s, let alone the 1970’s and 1980’s.
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100. A review of the data that does exist for the pre-merger years shows that neither

school district operated school systems that maintained consistent racial balance. See generally

FOF 114-120.

101. Finally, a school district that maintains segregated classrooms is not a unitary

district. See, e.g., Boykins v. Fairfield Bd. of Educ., 457 F.2d 1091, 1096 (5th Cir. 1972);

Johnson v. Jackson Parish Sch. Bd., 423 F.2d 1055, 1055 (5th Cir. 1979) (holding that even if

the defendant school board “technically desegregated the schools” it had still “maintained a dual

system of classes within the schools” and therefore must remain under court order). The

evidence shows that Pitt County School District maintained segregated classrooms prior to

merger, which contradicts Dr. Armor’s conclusion that it could have been declared unitary prior

to merger. See FOF 116.

102. This Court therefore concludes as a matter of law that Defendant had not obtained

unitary status in student assignment prior to the merger.

c. Defendant’s school system has not been racially balanced for a
sustained period of time since merger.

103. In determining whether a school district has eliminated the vestiges of segregation

in student assignment, courts look to the level of imbalance in the school district over time. Belk,

269 F.3d at 319-20.

104. The Pitt County School District has not sustained a balanced school system since

its desegregation orders went into effect and has therefore not dismantled its dual system. See

generally. FOF 121-148. For example, a total of 13 schools (out of at most 39) were racially

imbalanced for at least five consecutive years post-merger. PX 85A, B. Many of those schools

far exceeded five years of racial imbalance, reporting anywhere between 10 to 25 years of

isolation. Students assigned to these persistently imbalanced settings faced the prospect of
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attending isolated schools for almost half—and, in some cases, nearly the entirety—of their K-12

education. PX 81 at PC1445; see generally FOF 121-148.

105. The schools that have been imbalanced for the most years were schools that were

identifiable white or black prior to the Teel and Edwards Orders. Chicod, which was an

identifiably white school prior to the Teel Order, has been imbalanced white for twenty-five

years post-merger. Belvoir, which was an identifiably black school prior to court order, has been

imbalanced low white for a total of fifteen years. Sadie Saulter, which was a black school prior

to court order, was imbalanced black for thirteen years, while South Greenville, also a black

school prior to court order, has been imbalanced black for sixteen years. PX 81 at PC1445; DX 2

at 4-5. FOF 137-148, 191.

106. The result of Defendant’s failure to remedy the effects of segregation means that

thousands of students have attended racially imbalanced schools in Pitt County. Specifically, an

average of 4,653 have done so each year. PX 81 at PC1438; FOF 121.

107. In attempting to dismiss the existence of imbalanced schools in the Pitt County

School District, Defendant relies on the Supreme Court’s statement in Swann that “the existence

of some small number of one-race, or virtually one-race, schools within a district is not in and of

itself the mark of a system that still practices segregation by law.” 402 U.S. at 26. Defendant,

however, takes this quote out of context. The next line of the quote states: “The district judge or

school authorities should make every effort to achieve the greatest possible degree of actual

desegregation and will thus necessarily be concerned with the elimination of one-race schools.”

Id. The Court continues to state that a district court must “scrutinize such schools, and the burden

upon the school authorities will be to satisfy the court that their racial composition is not the

result of present or past discriminatory action on their part.” Id.
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108. When subjected to the close scrutiny required by the Supreme Court, it is clear

that Defendant does not meet its burden to prove that imbalanced schools are not the result of

present or past discrimination. Defendant acknowledged that they chose a student assignment

plan, the 2011 Plan, based on the concerns of white parents and the fear that they would not want

their children to attend a school comprised of a majority of black students, such as Sadie Saulter.

FOF 63. Defendant, by attempting to use the fear of white flight as a viable reason for choosing a

student assignment plan, impermissibly gives credence to racial discrimination. See Scotland

Neck, 407 U.S. at 491; Riddick, 784 F.2d at 528-29.

109. Additionally, Defendant argues that Chicod, a persistently imbalanced white K-8

school both before and after the Edwards Order that has largely remained unchanged in terms of

its grade configuration and attendance boundaries, is geographically isolated in a white

community and thus should not be included in a unitary status analysis. Yet, this argument does

not survive the Supreme Court’s required close scrutiny. It overlooks the need to consider the

district as a whole and the effect of failing to dismantle imbalanced schools. See Keyes, 413 U.S.

at 203.

110. Furthermore, as found by this Court in FOF 139, there simply has never been an

attempt to use students from the Chicod attendance zone to further the desegregation of Pitt

County.

111. Accordingly, Defendant is unable to rely on Swann in asserting that it met its

burden to eliminate vestiges of segregation in student assignment. When Defendant’s actions are

closely scrutinized it becomes clear that instead of dismantling formerly segregated schools they

have fostered their continuation. By maintaining the same attendance boundaries for a racially

imbalanced white school and only once reassigning a portion to other predominantly white
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schools, Defendant has failed in its affirmative duty to eradicate vestiges of segregation. See

West Carroll Parish Sch. Dist., 477 F. Supp. 2d at 763-64 (refusing to declare as unitary a school

district that made little effort to desegregate its imbalanced white schools and did not alter

attendance boundaries for its white schools since approval of its desegregation plan).

d. Defendant’s school opening decisions have perpetuated the
dual system.

112. School construction and closings are important components of the student

assignment Green factor because school siting determines the racial composition of the student

body in each school when combined with student assignment “techniques.” Swann, 402 U.S. at

20.

113. When combined with a neighborhood school model, school siting may also

“promote segregated residential patterns” so that the school system becomes further locked “into

the mold of separation of the races.” Id. at 21.

114. Therefore, “it is the responsibility of local authorities and district courts to see to

it that future school construction and abandonment are not used and do not serve to perpetuate or

re-establish the dual system.” Id.

115. Put another way, school districts must, to the extent practicable, continually

endeavor to site schools to foster integration. Belk, 269 F.3d at 324. In deciding whether a school

district meets its burden to establish that its school siting fosters integration, the Fourth Circuit

considers whether new schools are built in areas equally accessible to black and white students

and whether the school district has a policy that expressly considers both the surrounding racial

demographics of a new school and those of the school district as a whole. Id. at 324-25.

116. This Court concludes that Defendant has failed to meet its burden to site schools

to foster integration and to not perpetuate a dual system. Defendant has opened four racially
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imbalanced schools while still under court order. Wintergreen Primary opened in 1987 and

remained imbalanced for five years. DX 2 at 12. Northwest Elementary opened in 2001

imbalanced high black and low white and remains imbalanced today. PX 81 at PCC1454-55;

PX 85A, B. Hope Middle School was opened in 2006 imbalanced white and remains so today.

Id. Finally, Defendant opened Lakeforest Elementary in 2011 as the most imbalanced school in

its system with a student body that was 80% black and 11% white, and Lakeforest remains

racially imbalanced black today. Id.; see FOF 149-164.

117. Defendant argues that opening racially imbalanced schools while under court

order is permissible because it was simply reacting to growth. First, Defendant’s argument

overlooks the Supreme Court’s recognition that new schools are themselves the drivers of new

growth and can be used as a remedial tool for districts under court order. See Swann, 402 U.S. at

20 (“People gravitate toward school facilities, just as schools are located in response to the needs

of people. The location of schools may thus influence the patterns of residential development of

a metropolitan area and have an impact on composition of inner-city neighborhoods.”).

Defendant’s Assistant Superintendent of Operations admitted this same fact in his testimony at

trial. FOF 156.

118. Second, arguing that schools are sited in a race-neutral manner and are mainly in

reaction to population growth is insufficient to prove that it is impracticable to site schools in a

manner that fosters integration. Defendant cannot prove whether it was impractical to site

schools so that they foster integration because Defendant has never taken into account the racial

demographics of the school district as a whole or of the surrounding area of proposed sites for

new schools. FOF 149-164.
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119. This Court concludes that, by failing to make any attempt to foster integration

when constructing new schools, and indeed instead perpetuating a dual system, Defendant has

failed to carry its burden. See Swann, 402 U.S. at 21 (barring school districts under court order

from constructing new schools that perpetuate racial imbalance); Riddick, 784 F.2d at 534-35

(explaining that Defendant’s affirmative duty bars it from “tak[ing] any action that would

impede the process of converting to a unitary system”).

120. Defendant has also violated the court orders by opening racially imbalanced

schools . The 1968 Teel Order requires that “Defendant, to the extent consistent with the proper

operation of the school system as a whole, shall locate any new school and substantially expand

any existing schools with the objective of eradicating the vestiges of the dual systems and of

eliminating the effects of segregation.” JX 1 at J5; FOF 2. Similarly, the 1970 Teel Order

requires that “to the extent consistent with the proper administration and operation of the school

system, the defendant shall locate any new school or addition with the objective of eradicating

the vestiges of the dual school system and of eliminating the effects of segregation.” JX 2 at J10-

11; FOF 5.

121. Again, Defendant attempts to argue that solely reacting to growth and operating in

a “race-neutral” manner when siting, expanding, or closing schools is sufficient to satisfy its

obligations under its court orders because it is consistent with the proper administration and

operation of the school system. Yet, Defendant has made no showing that taking into account the

racial demographics of its school district to foster integration is inconsistent with also accounting

for growth. Indeed, it is impossible for Defendant to make that showing and satisfy its burden

since it never factored in its obligation to dismantle the effects of a dual system when siting new

schools, closing existing schools, or expanding schools. See FOF 149-164.
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122. Although other school districts in the Fourth Circuit have been able to account for

racial demographics when constructing new schools, Defendant hides behind its use of a

consultant seeking to insulate itself from its affirmative duty. Defendant controls what

consultants it hires and the instructions given to its consultants. See FOF154. Controlling

precedent and the court orders clearly require Defendant to locate new schools “with the

objective of” eliminating the effects of segregation and of fostering integration. Defendant made

no showing and has offered no evidence as to why it would be impracticable to site schools that

both account for growth and attempt to foster integration.

123. Accordingly, this Court concludes that Defendant has also failed to carry its

burden in establishing that it has complied with its court orders, which is a necessary requisite to

achieving unitary status.

e. Current imbalances are the result of Board action and not
external forces.

124. Defendant is unable to rebut the presumption that current imbalances are the

result of discrimination because it cannot “show that some external force, which is not the result

of segregation and is beyond the school board’s control, substantially caused the racial

imbalances.” Manning, 244 F.3d at 944 (citing Lockett, 111 F.3d at 843). Specifically, Defendant

is unable to prove that current racial imbalance in student assignment is substantially caused by

demographic changes. To the contrary, Defendant through its own actions caused increased

racial imbalance when it adopted the 2011 Plan.

125. Defendant relies on distinguishable cases to assert that demographics are the

cause behind its imbalanced school system. For example, in Freeman, Dekalb County

experienced what the Supreme Court described as “striking,” “massive,” demographic shifts and

“rapid racial transformation.” 503 U.S. at 478, 496. Specifically, “[t]he school system that the
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District Court ordered desegregated in 1969 had 5.6% black students; by 1986 the percentage of

black students was 47%.” Id. at 475. Additionally, after the court order was issued there was an

almost complete reversal in the racial makeup of the southern and northern parts of the county.

Id. at 476.

126. In Lockett, the Muscogee County School District noted that there was a 24%

increase in black students and a 24% decrease in white students over the life of the court order.

Brief of Defendants at 8, Lockett v. Bd. of Educ. of Muscogee Cnty. Sch. Dist., 111 F.3d 839

(11th Cir. 1997) (No. 94-9355), 1995 WL 17110627. The Eleventh Circuit characterized these

patterns as “dramatic demographic changes.” Lockett, 111 F.3d at 843. The court also relied on

“racially polarized residential areas” as a cause of imbalanced schools. Id. at 841, 843. The

Eleventh Circuit explained that combined with “the fact that other experts did not contradict this

evidence” racial imbalances in schools were “the result of voluntary housing patterns and

demographic change.” Id. at 843. Accordingly, the Eleventh Circuit held that the school district

had achieved unitary status. Id. Similarly, in Manning the plaintiffs did not offer any

“independent demographic evidence.” 244 F.3d at 937.

127. Here, Plaintiffs have put forth persuasive, independent demographic evidence

establishing that demographic changes and residential segregation are not substantial causes of

current racial imbalance. Plaintiff’s demography expert, Dr. Parnell, established that the county-

wide growth for black and white populations has been stable in Pitt County. PX 83 at PCC1478.

Additionally, unlike Dekalb County and Muskogee County, the racial makeup of the school age

population in Pitt County has also remained relatively stable. In 1960, 47% of the school age

population was white and 53% was black. In 2010, 44% of the school age population was white

and 43% was black. PX 83 at PCC1482. Accordingly, there has been no “rapid racial
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transformation” in Pitt County that makes it impracticable to balance its school system. See FOF

171-182.

128. Defendant also cannot prove that residential segregation is a substantial cause of

current imbalance. When analyzed under the correct measurement, it is apparent that black

neighborhoods in Pitt County are not concentrated in one region and are located throughout the

county, which lends itself to having racially balanced schools. PX 83 at PCC1496; see FOF 171-

182.

129. In addition to providing independent demographic evidence, Plaintiff also

established that Defendant caused increased racial imbalance by adopting the 2011 Plan despite

the existence of practicable alternatives. See PX 79 at PCC1429. By controlling for the district-

wide share of white students annually, Plaintiffs’ expert Dr. Siegel-Hawley established that racial

imbalance was not caused by white flight. PX 81 at PCC1442; see FOF 72-73.

130. Despite bearing the burden to prove that current racial imbalances are due to an

external force outside of the school board’s control, neither of Defendant’s experts analyzed the

effect of the 2011 Plan on racial imbalance. Dr. Armor’s expert report contains one paragraph on

Lakeforest Elementary acknowledging that it is racially imbalanced and was likely due to the

Board’s desire to prioritize students’ proximity to school and the elimination of satellite zones.

DX 2 at 14; see FOF 81-84.

131. This Court has already addressed the problems with the credibility and reliability

of the testimony of Dr. Clark, and, specifically, his incorrect analysis of the effect of Hispanics

and Others on the Board’s ability to balance Pitt County’s schools. See FOF 85-92.
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132. By failing to establish that current imbalances are substantially caused by

demographic changes or residential segregation, this Court concludes that Defendant has failed

to rebut the presumption that current imbalances are the result of past or present discrimination.

133. This Court concludes that Defendant cannot be declared unitary in student

assignment.

2. Faculty and Administration Assignment

134. Defendant is not unitary in the faculty Green factor and did not offer sufficient

evidence to carry its burden. Defendant’s expert, Dr. Armor, relied on data showing the racial

makeup of Defendant’s faculty from only 2004 to present. See FOF 195. This data is insufficient

to establish that Defendant has eliminated the vestiges of its dual school system in regard to

faculty.

135. Additionally, Defendant did not carry its burden because this Court cannot credit

the evidence that Defendant did offer in the form of Dr. Armor’s analysis concluding that the

district is unitary in faculty assignment. First, Dr. Armor applied an illogical standard that could

have considered schools only “marginally” imbalanced in faculty assignment unless they had

zero black teachers. See FOF 209-210. Second, Dr. Armor applied an incorrect standard by not

analyzing whether black teachers are overrepresented at schools with predominantly black

student bodies and white teachers are overrepresented at schools with predominantly white

student bodies. FOF 201; see Freeman, 503 U.S. at 491; Belk, 269 F.3d at 326.

136. It should not be possible, in a school district under court order, to be able to

identify whether a school is a “black school” or a “white school” based on the racial makeup of

its faculty. In Coppedge v. Franklin County Board of Education, the Fourth Circuit found as a

fact of segregation that “each school in the county is clearly racially identifiable by its faculty.”

There, only one or two teachers/staff were assigned across racial lines in three of twelve schools.
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273 F. Supp. 289, 297, aff’d 394 F.2d 410 (4th Cir. 1968); see also United States v. Bertie Cnty.

Bd. of Educ., 293 F. Supp. 1276, 1279 (E.D.N.C. 1968) (holding that faculty assignment “should

be designed to avoid identification of any particular school as predominantly Negro or white,

and, to that end, it has been held that the ratio of white to nonwhite teachers at each school in the

district should reasonably approximate the ratio of white to nonwhite teachers in the system as a

whole”) (internal quotations omitted).

137. Significantly, the identifiability of a school’s race based on faculty is

“intertwined” with the racial makeup of its student body. See Freeman, 503 U.S. at 497.

Therefore, black teachers should not be assigned to schools with predominantly black student

bodies while white teachers are assigned to schools with predominantly white student bodies. See

Belk, 269 F.3d at 326. The Supreme Court recognized the interrelatedness between student

assignment and faculty assignment when it held that in order to relinquish judicial supervision on

one of these Green factors a district court must examine its relationship to the other Green

factors. See Freeman, 503 U.S. at 491 (“We have observed, for example, that student segregation

and faculty segregation are often related problems.”).

138. Pitt County Schools has not complied with this precedent. Even using Dr.

Armor’s lenient standard for racial imbalance in faculty, it is apparent that the racial makeup of

students in persistently imbalanced schools was readily and obviously identifiable by the race of

the heavy majority of their faculties. FOF 202-208.

139. Additionally, Defendant cannot assert that it is unable to remove the racial

identifiability of its schools in regard to faculty because it cannot reassign teachers. Mandatory

faculty assignment is allowed – even required – to correct imbalance in districts under court

order. See, e.g., Coppedge, 273 F. Supp. at 300 (ordering that defendants “shall advise all present
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and future faculty members” that it is a desegregated system and that they “are subject to

assignment to any school therein in the best interest of the school system” and that if voluntary

assignment does not create “significant” desegregation, the district will mandatorily assign “a

sufficient number” of teachers to achieve integration.); see also Bertie Cnty. Bd. of Educ., 293

F. Supp. at 1282.

140. The Court’s Orders also require Defendant to assign faculty to eliminate the racial

identifiability of its schools. FOF 4.

141. Despite the imbalances in its faculty, Defendant only reassigns faculty in

conjunction with school openings, closings, and reductions in enrollment. It does not take race

into consideration in transferring faculty between schools, nor does it encourage its faculty to

request transfers on this basis. Although Defendant offered evidence as to its efforts in recruiting

a more diverse faculty, it presented no evidence that any steps are taken to actually reassign or

encourage transfer of the existing teachers in its school district to reduce the identifiability of its

schools. Defendant has therefore failed to comply with controlling precedent and its court orders

and cannot be granted unitary status in faculty assignment. FOF 218-22, 229-244; see Freeman,

503 U.S. at 491; Riddick, 784 F.2d at 534-35.

142. Finally, Defendant is unable to rely on Belk to argue that its faculty is not

imbalanced. In Belk, approximately 8% of the schools had imbalanced faculty. Belk, 269 F.3d at

326. Here, even under Dr. Armor’s overly-lenient standard, almost 14% of schools have

imbalanced faculty. FOF 199.

143. Defendant is also not unitary in its administrative staff. Staff assignment is a

distinct Green Factor separate from faculty assignment comprising “administrative staff or

personnel.” Capacchione, 57 F. Supp. 2d at 268. The Capacchione court noted that earlier
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phases of Swann ordered as a precautionary measure that “the internal operation of each school,

and the assignment and management of school employees” be conducted on a “non-racial, non-

discriminatory basis.”

144. Defendant did not offer sufficient evidence to carry its burden in satisfying this

standard. FOF 213. Defendant only presented data going back to 2004. Additionally, to the

extent Dr. Armor suggested that the District met unitary status requirements for all

administrators, the Court cannot credit his opinion. In addition to noting only that principal

assignments “might” meet unitary status requirements, Dr. Armor noted that half of Defendant’s

schools “operating during the past eight years did not have a change in the principal’s race,

despite having turnovers.” DX 16 at 1. Dr. Armor also performed no analysis to determine the

relationship between administrator assignment and either faculty or student assignment. See FOF

213-217.

145. This Court concludes that Defendant has failed to prove that Pitt County is unitary

as to faculty and administration assignment.

3. Extracurricular Activities

146. “[A] school district’s extracurricular activities are unitary if they are available to

all students within the School District regardless of race.” Capacchione, 57 F. Supp. at 269

(quoting Coal. to Save Our Children v. State Bd. of Educ., 90 F.3d 752, 768-69 (3d Cir. 1996)).

147. To determine whether extracurricular activities are available to all students

regardless of race, the Fourth Circuit looks to the racial composition of the students participating

in the school system’s activities. Belk, 269 F.3d at 329-30. In Belk, “[t]he evidence presented at

trial showed that the ratios of blacks and whites participating in extracurricular activities, though

varying somewhat from year to year, [were] approximately equal.” Id. Moreover, “[a]reas where
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there [were] disparities were not shown to be linked to the former dual system.” Id. Accordingly,

the court held the school system had achieved unitary status in extracurricular activities. Id.

148. In Taylor v. Ouachita Parish School Board, a case upon which Defendant relies,

the court used evidence of racial balance to support its conclusion that the school district

provided equal access to extracurricular activities. No. 66-12171, 2012 WL 4471643, at *7

(W.D. La. Sept. 27, 2012). The school district also provided “an expert report demonstrating that

the School Board ha[d] endeavored to and succeeded in eliminating all vestiges of past

discrimination from its extracurricular programs throughout the District.” Id.

149. Furthermore, the cases Defendant cites clearly demonstrate that a school system

must do more than simply allow all students to participate in extracurricular activities on a

voluntary basis. See id.; Coal. to Save Our Children, 90 F.3d at 768-69. In Coalition to Save Our

Children, for example, the Third Circuit granted unitary status based on evidence that “district

officials encourage[d] all students, regardless of race, to participate in a wide range of

extracurricular activities,” “removed financial and transportation barriers to participation,” and

“demonstrated good faith efforts to reduce the racial identifiability of their activities through

experimental programs.” Id.

150. Unlike the school districts in Taylor and Coalition to Save Our Children,

Defendant has not carried its burden of showing that the school system’s extracurricular

activities are unitary. Defendant did not present data or other evidence on the racial composition

of the school system’s extracurricular activities. Defendant’s witnesses testified at trial that

neither the Superintendent nor Board of Education has ever requested that such data be collected,

analyzed, or reported. Accordingly, even if there is a written policy of equal access to
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extracurricular activities, Defendant offered nothing to prove that it is adhered to, enforced, and

equal in practice.

151. Defendant offered the testimony of only four principals, one of whom, Principal

Langley, acknowledged that the extracurricular activities at his school are not racially balanced.

When testifying to what if any corrective action was taken to integrate extracurricular activities

at Rose High School, Principal Langley testified to a student taking corrective action, but no

school official action. Defendant provided no evidence showing equal student access to

extracurricular activities at the other thirty-one schools in the system. See FOF 245-250.

152. In addition, Defendant presented little evidence that the school officials in the

other thirty-one schools encourage students of all races to engage in extracurricular activities,

that those schools have removed financial and transportation barriers to participation, or that

those schools have used experimental programs to reduce racial identifiability in activities. See

FOF 245-250.

153. Because of the dearth of evidence proffered, Defendant has failed to show that

extracurricular activities are available to all students regardless of race. Thus, the Court

concludes that Defendant has failed to meet its burden of demonstrating that the school system’s

extracurricular activities are unitary.

4. Facilities

154. In assessing whether a school district has achieved unitary status, a district court

must determine whether the district has eliminated discrimination in its allocation of physical

facilities. Freeman v. Pitts, 503 U.S. 467, 486 (1992). In Belk v. Charlotte-Mecklenburg Board

of Education, the Fourth Circuit declared that the school system’s facilities were unitary, noting

that “any disparity as to the condition of the facilities that might exist was not caused by any

intentional discrimination by [the school system], but instead was a function of the age and
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location of the facilities and the ever-present problem of allocating all too scarce funds.” 269

F.3d 305, 328 (4th Cir. 2001).

155. There has been no evidence that any disparity as to conditions that may exist was

caused by any intentional discrimination by the school system.

156. However, the Court must consider the relationship between the facilities factor

and other Green factors and determine whether releasing the school district from judicial

supervision in facilities will inhibit the school district’s ability to remedy vestiges in another

factor. Freeman, 503 U.S. at 497. Defendant offered no evidence on the relatedness of facilities

to the other Green factors. This Court therefore concludes that it cannot release partial judicial

supervision in this Green factor.

5. Transportation

157. “No rigid guidelines as to student transportation can be given for application to

the infinite variety of problems presented in thousands of situations.” Swann v. Charlotte-

Mecklenburg Bd. of Educ., 402 U.S. 1, 29 (1971). At a minimum, however, “[i]ntegration must

occur in the system’s . . . transportation practices” before a school system may be declared

unitary. Riddick v. Sch. Bd. of Norfolk, 784 F.2d 521, 533 (4th Cir. 1986). To accomplish this

integration, the school system must take affirmative steps to ensure that transportation is

“provided on a non-discriminatory basis.” Capacchione v. Charlotte-Mecklenburg Sch., 57

F. Supp. 2d 228, 267 (W.D.N.C. 1999), aff’d in part, rev’d in part sub nom. Belk v. Charlotte-

Mecklenburg Bd. of Educ., 269 F.3d 305 (4th Cir. 2001). Moreover, the transportation network

may not be “operated in a dual fashion.” Riddick, 784 F.2d at 533.

158. As set forth in FOF 251-256, Defendant has not provided sufficient information

for this Court to determine that transportation is provided on a non-discriminatory basis.
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159. Thus, Defendant has not met its burden of showing that it should be declared

unitary in the transportation Green factor.

6. Discipline

160. Although it is not one of the six main Green factors, student discipline is an

ancillary factor commonly considered by courts. See, e.g., Capacchione, 57 F.Supp. at 281;

Alamance-Burlington Bd. of Educ., 640 F. Supp. 2d at 678.

161. Claiming that racial disparities in discipline are due to extenuating factors is not

enough; while a school board is under a desegregation order, it must make a good faith effort to

adhere to a plan to cure racial disparities in discipline. See Little Rock Sch. Dist. v. Arkansas, 664

F.3d 738, 751 (8th Cir. 2011) (school district’s failure to implement agreed-upon discipline plan

was fatal to unitary status determination regarding discipline; the Court found that there was “no

evidence of a permanent good-faith commitment to the goal of eliminating racial disparities in

discipline”) (quoting Freeman, 503 U.S. at 491-92); Little Rock School Dist. v. Pulaski Cnty.

Special Sch. Dist., No. 4:82cv00866, 2011 WL 1935332, at *30-34 (E.D. Ark. May 19, 2011)

(finding it did not matter if discipline disparity numbers were better than the U.S. as a whole, as

school board had not made a good faith effort to comply with its obligations to address

disparity).

162. In the event of a discipline disparity, courts also look to good faith actions by the

school board, testimony as to whether discipline is applied in a non-discriminatory manner, and

data on the severity and subjectivity of the discipline applied. See, e.g., Capacchione, 57 F.

Supp. 2d at 281-82; Alamance-Burlington Bd. of Educ., 640 F.Supp.2d at 681; United States v.

West Carroll Parish Sch. Bd., 2012 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 115896, at *8 (W.D.L.A. Aug. 16, 2012);

United States v. Yonkers Bd. of Educ., 123 F. Supp. 2d 694, 722 (S.D.N.Y. 2000).
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163. The Belk Court found that the CMS school board had made an effort to be

“sensitive to the issue,” including allowing students changed with a violation to appeal and assert

that the charge was due to racial bias. Capacchione, 57 F. Supp. 2d at 281-82. The Court found

there was no evidence that any student had ever alleged that race played a role in a discipline

charge, and that the data did not show that the blacks were any more likely to receive more

severe penalties. Id. at 281.

164. In contrast, when other evidence corroborates that the discipline disparity is due

to discriminatory factors, courts have declined to find unitary status regarding student discipline.

See United States v. West Carroll Parish Sch. Bd., 2012 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 115896, at *8

(W.D. La. Aug. 16, 2012) (finding there were still “discernible patterns of racial disparities,” in

part because black students received more severe forms of punishment and were “disciplined

more often for more subjective categories of offenses, such as disrespect, disruption, and

inappropriate language, as opposed to objective offenses, such as tardiness or fighting”); Yonkers

Bd. of Educ., 123 F. Supp. 2d at 722 (finding that, in light of both objective data and supportive

subjective testimony, school board had not achieved unitary status regarding discipline).

165. Here, in addition to the significant racial discrepancies in Defendant’s application

of suspensions, Plaintiffs testified that they witnessed dress code violations applied more harshly

to black students than to white students. See FOF at 257-266. Black students were sent to in-

school suspension, while white students that engaged in the same offense were offered a way out

of the prescribed punishment by Defendant. Id.

166. Additionally, the Board has identified racial disparity in student discipline as an

area of concern. FOF at 264. However, the Board has proffered no evidence that it ever made a

serious effort to make sure that discipline was not racially discriminatory. The data shows that
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since 2007 Defendant has made no progress in reducing the disproportionality in student

discipline. FOF 265.

167. Defendant cannot assert that it has met its burden regarding the racial disparity in

student discipline, as Defendant has failed to show that discipline is fairly apportioned between

both black and white students. Defendant therefore cannot be declared unitary in student

discipline.

F. Defendant has not proved that it has acted in good faith or that it will act in
good faith in the future.

168. Defendant also has the burden to demonstrate its “good faith commitment to a

constitutional course of action” and compliance with its court orders, including this Court’s 2009

Order. Belk v. Charlotte-Mecklenburg Bd. of Educ., 269 F.3d 305, 332 (4th Cir. 2001). This is a

requirement separate from establishing that vestiges have been eliminated to the extent

practicable. See Freeman v. Pitts, 503 U.S. 467, 491, 499 (1992) (reversing and remanding for

district court’s failure to consider whether the “district has an affirmative commitment to comply

in good faith with the entirety of a desegregation plan”).

169. The good faith requirement for securing a declaration of unitary status not only

looks backwards to determine whether the Board has acted in good faith, but also looks forward

and requires that the Defendant demonstrate to this Court, the public, and the “parents and

students of the once disfavored race” that it will not abandon a constitutional course of action in

the future. Freeman, 503 U.S. at 491; see also Alamance-Burlington Bd. of Educ., 640 F. Supp.

2d at 683 (considering the likelihood of the school board continuing desegregative efforts and

not reverting back to a dual system).

170. Compliance with prior orders is one component of good faith and a necessary

predicate to achieving unitary status. Id. Here Defendant failed to establish that it has complied
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with its court orders in good faith because it violated the 2009 Court Order by adopting the 2011-

Plan, which failed to move the school district toward unitary status. It also violated the 1968 and

1970 Teel Orders by opening Lakeforest Elementary, which served to perpetuate an imbalanced

school system. FOF 2, 5, 35, 67, 75, 149-160; PX 85A, B.

171. In addition to violating its court orders, by adopting the 2011 Plan, Defendant has

failed to demonstrate that it will not revert back to a dual system. Defendant chose the most

segregative plan despite practical alternatives. FOF 76-81. Defendant’s lack of good faith

commitment to remedying its constitutional violation is further apparent in Defendant’s decision

to limit the impact area of the 2011 Plan. FOF 53.

172. In addition to compliance with court orders, federal courts also consider

additional factors to determine whether a defendant school board has carried its burden in

establishing that it has a “good faith commitment to the whole of the court’s decree and to those

provisions of the law and the Constitution that were the predicate for judicial intervention in the

first instance.” Freeman, 503 U.S. at 491.

173. Although it is unnecessary for this Court to consider additional factors since

compliance with court orders is a necessary predicate to achieving unitary status and Defendant

has failed to establish the requisite compliance, Defendant would also fail to carry its burden in

additional good faith factors.

174. In Belk, the Fourth Circuit used seven additional factors to determine whether the

defendant school board carried its good faith burden. Belk, 269 F.3d at 332. These factors

include whether: (1) no further relief has been sought since the case was removed from the active

docket; (2) the board has gone above and beyond the court’s orders by continually striving to

achieve balance even when imbalances are unconnected to the dual system; (3) the board has
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been open to community input and sought community support for integrative efforts; (4) the

board has repeatedly reaffirmed its commitment to desegregation; (5) there is adequate black

representation on the school board; (6) school board actions do not evince discriminatory motive;

and (7) school authorities are guilty of easily correctable errors. Id.

175. Defendant fails to carry its burden on the first Belk factor because further relief

has been sought against Defendant. Since the case was statistically closed, OCR received

multiple complaints regarding racial imbalance both within schools and the district as a whole.

FOF 116.

176. Unlike, the school board in Belk, Defendant has not “gone above and beyond the

court’s orders” or “repeatedly reaffirmed its commitment to desegregation.” As discussed above,

Defendant has not even complied with its court orders. Defendant also failed to ever adopt a

comprehensive unitary status or desegregation plan, which would have ensured compliance with

its court orders. FOF 96-103. Nor did it educate its senior staff on its duties and obligations

under its court orders. Id. Moreover, in 1998, Defendant cannot therefore prove that it went

“above and beyond” in its efforts to remedy its constitutional violation.

177. Defendant has also not been open to community input and sought community

support for integrative efforts. Defendant failed to respond to the concerns of the black

community when it adopted the 2011 Plan and ignored requests to return to court in order to

determine whether the 2011 Plan complied with court orders and moved the district toward

unitary status. FOF 53, 54, 62.

178. Defendant also cannot argue that its actions do not evince discriminatory motive.

Defendant adopted the 2011 Plan knowing full well that it would cause increased racial

imbalance in the school system while failing to remedy existing imbalances. FOF 35-37, 57-67;
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see Columbus Bd. of Educ., 443 U.S. at 466 (stating that “adherence to a particular policy or

practice with full knowledge of the predictable effects of such adherence upon racial imbalance

in a school system” is a factor in determining segregative intent).

179. Defendant acknowledged that it adopted the 2011 Plan due to its fear of white

flight, thus granting state credence to the fears of parents that do not want their children at

majority black schools. FOF 63. Additionally, Defendant disciplines white students more

leniently than black students. FOF 257-266.

180. Moreover, other federal courts have examined the extent of a school board’s

desegregation efforts, such as the implementation of magnet programs and majority-to-minority

transfer programs. See, e.g., Lockett, 11 F.3d at 843. In Lockett, the Eleventh Circuit explained

that to determine if a school system has demonstrated good faith commitment to desegregation, a

court should “consider whether the school board’s policies ‘form a consistent pattern of lawful

conduct directed to eliminating earlier violations.’” Id. (quoting Freeman, 503 U.S. at 491). The

Lockett court determined that the school district had consistently implemented policies directed

at eliminating segregation. Id. at 843-44. Among other things, the school board “implemented

magnet programs” and “adopted [a] neighborhood assignment plan only after listening to the

views of black and white citizens (both groups favored the plan) and PTA representatives from

majority white and majority black schools (both groups opposed an alternative plan).” Id.

Furthermore, “[e]very expert who testified in [the] case expressed praise in varying degrees for

the desegregation efforts of the [school board],” and the district court’s findings “were based on

uncontradicted evidence.” Id. at 844.

181. Defendant’s policies do not form a consistent pattern of conduct directed at

eliminating the vestiges of de jure segregation. Unlike the school board in Lockett, Defendant
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has never established effective magnet programs in the Pitt County Schools. FOF 184-186.

Moreover, the 2011Plan did not receive broad support from citizens and PTA representatives.

Despite receiving significant negative feedback, however, Defendant moved forward with the

2011 Plan. FOF 35-37, 57-67.

182. In addition, the experts in this case do not agree that Defendant has consistently

worked to desegregate the school system. Dr. Siegel-Hawley testified that Defendant’s efforts in

recent years have actually contributed to resegregation in the school system instead of

eliminating the vestiges of earlier violations. FOF 75. Accordingly, a finding of unitary status

would not be based on uncontradicted evidence in this case. Rather, the evidence shows that

Defendant’s policies have moved the school system further from unitary status.

183. Whether a school board has actually monitored, tracked, reviewed, and analyzed

the effectiveness of its policies and programs aimed at desegregation is another consideration in

the good faith inquiry. Tucson Unified Sch. Dist., 652 F.3d at 1141-45 n.18. Here, as this Court

has found, Defendant failed to adopt a comprehensive unitary status plan and began to collect

relevant data only in connection with this litigation. Nor were Defendant’s senior staff, those

responsible for implementing Defendant’s policies with respect to many Green factors, ever

educated on Defendant’s duties while under court order. FOF 96-103.

184. Finally, the Supreme Court has explained that the failure to take advantage of

alternative courses of action that would have a greater effect of producing integration indicates a

lack of good faith. Green, 391 U.S. at 439. Here, as this Court has found, Defendant failed to

choose less segregative alternatives in connection with its adoption of the 2011 Plan. FOF 76-81.

Nor did Defendant ever effectively implement alternative methods for increasing integration,

such as magnet programs or choice programs. FOF 184-186.
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G. Conclusions as to Defendant’s Motion for Unitary Status

185. Based on the foregoing this Court denies Defendant’s Motion for Unitary Status,

because (1) the Board failed to comply with this Court’s Consent Order to adopt a student

assignment plan that moved the district toward unitary status; (2) the Board has failed to

eliminate the vestiges of its de jure segregation as to school assignment, faculty and

administrative assignment, transportation, facilities, and student discipline; (3) the Board has

failed to comply with this Court’s orders in good faith; and (4) the Board has failed to

demonstrate that it has and will operate in good faith to attain unitary status.

186. Plaintiffs, as the prevailing party, will be awarded attorneys’ fees. See Coppedge

v. Franklin Cnty. Bd. of Educ., 345 F. Supp. 2d 567, 577 (E.D.N.C. 2004) (holding that plaintiffs

in a school desegregation case that successfully enforce a consent decree are entitled to

attorney’s fees as a prevailing party under 42 U.S.C. § 1988(b)). This Court will set a separate

schedule for the consideration and awarding of such fees.
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